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1. Introduction 
It has been a known fact that laminated fiber composites currently 
in use are relatively weak in resisting impact loads. Great attention 
has been given to modeling the dynamic behavior of composites subjected 
to foreign object impacts and to the search for new forms of composites 
that are capable of improving the impact-resistant property. 
Failure modes in composites resulting from the impacts of a hard 
object and a soft object are, in general, quite different. If the object 
is relatively rigid and small, then the contact time is short and 
extensive damage is usually confined to the neighborhood of the contact 
region" How to quantify the amount of damage received by the composite 
in the impact zone becomes the central question in the hard-object 
impact problem. 
There are several major factors which could affect the amount of 
damage in a laminated composite due to the impact of a hard object. 
Among them are the mass and approach velocity of the object, the bending 
rigidity of the lam'inate, and the contact behavior (or the contact law), 
Many rE~searchers have correlated the impact velocity with the damage 
for a given mass. Such relationship between the damage and impact 
velocity becomes invalid if the mass of the striker or the bending 
property of the laminate is changed. The use of a single parameter 
which could account for the combined effect of the above mentioned 
variables is highly desirable. 
Energy dissipation takes place in the process of impact that results 
in damage. It is thus reasonable to use this amount of energy consumed 
in the impact zone to measure the degree of damage in the target compos-
ite beam. There could be various damage modes such as breakage nf 
2 
fibers, cracking in the matrix, delamination, and plastic deformations, 
which could all contribute to the energy dissipation in the impact zone. 
It is conceivable that analytical estimates of the energies associated 
with these damage modes are prohibitive. A static indentation test 
which produces the loading-unloading curve may prove to be a simple 
means for determining such damage energy, since the energy dissipated 
during the loading and unloading cycle is simply the area enclosed by 
the curve. 
In this report, results of the indentation tests on glass/epoxy 
and graphite/epoxy laminated composites are presented. The results 
show that the loading curve follow the power law with a power index 
1.5, which is identical to the classical Hertzian contact law. Sub-
stantial permanent deformations are observed even when loaded at very low 
load levels. The unloading curves also f6llow a power law. 
A high order beam finite element is used for computing the dynamic 
response of laminated composite beams subjected to the impact of an 
elastic sphere. This finite element includes the classical elastic 
Hertzian law of contact as well as the measured contact law. The computer 
program developed for this beam finite element is listed as Appendix A. 
A simple method has been developed for computing the contact force and 
contact duration. An estimate of the contact duration is needed in the 
finite element program in selecting a proper time increment in the time 
integration procedure. This method is found to be quite accurate except 
for very thin beams. 
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2. Indentation Law for Hard Object Impact of Composites 
2.1 Hertzian Law of Contact 
Whe~n two solid bodies are in contact, deformation takes place in 
the contact zone and the contact force results. Once the contact force 
;s obtained, conventional methods for stress analysis can be used to find 
the stre~ss distribution in the bodies. To determine the contact force -
indentation relationship often becomes the most important step in analyzing 
the contact problem. 
The~ most famous elastic contact law was developed by Hertz [1] for the 
contact of two sphere!s of elastic isotropic materials. The problem was 
solved based on the theory of elasticity. A special case is that if the 
radius of one of the spheres becomes infinite:. then the problem becomes the 
contact of an elastic sphere and an elastic half space. The contact force 
F and the indentation depth a were found to have the relation 
( 2-1) 
where 
2 "]_1 l-v2 
E2 (2-2) 
In Eq. (2-2), Rs is the radius of the sphere, v is the Poisson's ratio, 
E is the Young's modulus, and the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the two 
bodies. Equation (2-1) is usually called the Hertzian law of contact for 
a sphere.on" half space. 
The 3/2 power law given by Eq. (2-1) was found to be valid by ~lillis 
[2] for a rigid sphere pressed on a transversely isotropic half space. 
A modified contact law with 
4 
k = i R 1/2 [ l-v; 
3 s Es ( 2-3) 
was employed by Sun [3] for a study on impact of laminated composites. 
In Eq. (2-3), Rs ' Vs and Es are the radius, the Poisson's ratio and the 
Young~s modulus of the isotropic shpere, respectively, and ET is the 
Young's modulus of the fiber-reinforced composite normal to the impact 
plane. 
In applying the classical Hertzian contact law to the impact of 
laminated fibrous composites we face several uncertainties. First, the 
half space assumption is not valid since the laminates in use are of 
finite thickness. Second, the anisotropic and nonhomogeneous property of 
laminated compostes may alter the form of the law. Third, the strain rate 
effect which is not accounted for by the Hertzian law may have significant 
effect on the F-a relation. Except for the strain rate effect, the first 
two uncertainties are so~vable by analyzing the exact contact problem 
of a sphere pressed into a laminated composite using three-dimensional 
elasticity. However, experience tells us that analytical solutions for 
such contact problems are extremely difficult to obtain especially if 
permanent deformations are to be accounted for during unloadings. Since 
unloading paths are particularly impontant in our study, the experimental 
approach ;s taken to determine the law of contact for composites. However, 
in this study, the strain rate effect is still neglected. 
2.2 Indentation Law for Laminated Composites 
2.2.1 Theoretical Model 
In this study the general form for the indentation law for laminated 
composites is extended from the classical Hertzian Law. We lssume that 
for loading 
5 
F = k an (2-4) 
where k and n will be determined experimentally. It is obvious that when 
n = 3/2 and k is given by Eq. (2-2), this relation becomes the Hertzian 
law for isotropic bodies. It is noted that the constant k has a very 
strange unit if n is not an integer. Also, the value of k depends on 
the unit used for a. A more physically meaningful expression may be 
derived by using a nondimensiona1 indentation depth 
with which the indentation can be written as 
F = k*' en 
In Eq. (2-6), k* has the unit of force. For the Hertzian law, 




Permanent indentations in composite targl~ts are usually generated 
even at relatively low projectile impact speeds. The permanent indentation 
accounts for the major part of the energy loss of the projectile. Some 
energy imparted from the projectile to the target can be stored in the 
form of vibrational Emergy in the target. As far as the local damage 
at the impact zone is concerned, the permanent indentation is of more 
interest to us. For this reason, the force-indentation law for the recovery 




where Fm is the maximum contact force just before unloading takes place, 
am is the identation corresponding to Fm' and ao is the permanent indentation. 
This recovery law was proposed by Barnhart and Goldsmith [4J for impact 
of a steel ball onto an armor plate. 
2.2.2 Experimental Results 
The experimental set-up is depicted by the sketch in Fig. 2.1. 
The indentation was measured by a dial gage that permits reading up to 
1/5000 in. The dial gage was mounted on the loading piston so that only 
the relative displacement between the indentor and the beam was recorded. 
The indentor was a steel ball Of! in. diameter. The beam was clamped at 
both ends with various spans. 
Two types of laminated composites have been tested, namely glass! 
epoxy and graphite/epoxy. The glass/epoxy was Scotch Ply 1002 by the 3M 
Company. It contained 10 OO-plies and 9 90o-p1ies which alternate in the 
layup with one OO_ply on top and one at the bottom. The thickness of 
the beam was 0.19 in. and the width was 1.5 in. The graphite/epoxy 
specimens were [0/(.±.45)2/02/.±.45]s laminates. Three different spans, 2 in., 
4 in. and 6 in., were used for the glass/epoxy laminates and two spans, 
2 in. and 4 in., were used for the graphite/epoxy laminates. 
The Loading Curve 
For the glass/epoxy laminate, three sets of loading data were obtained 
for each span. These data were used to determine the best fit for the 
power law, Eq. (2-4), using the least squares method. The results were 
presented in Figs. 2.2-2.4. The power indices for the three cases appear to 
be rather close to that of the classical Hertzian law for isotropic media, 
7 
i.e., n = 1.5. The small deviation from n = 1.5 could be due to measure-
ment errors. For this reason, we set n = 1.5 and then determined k by 
using the least square fit. The resulting curves are shown in Figs. 
2.5-2.7. These curves seem to fit the data very well also. 
The results of the indentation test on the graphite/epoxy laminated 
beams are presented in Figs. 2.8-2.10. For the 2-inch span, the best 
least square fit is n = 1.5; and for the 4-inc:h span as shown in Fig. 2.10, 
n = 1.5 also yields a very good fit. 
Table 1 summarizes the indentation laws (the loading portion) obtained 
from the experimental results for a glass/epoxy composite and a graphite/ 
epoxy composite. It is interesting to note that with n = 1.5, the values 
of k for different spans are almost a constant. This indicates that the 
i ndenta ti on 1 aw is .. 'i ndependent of span. In other words, the bending 
stress does noti nf1 uence the "contact ri g.i dity" . 
Table 2 presents the indentation laws in terms of Band k* with 
n = 1.5 (see Eq. (2-6)). 
The Unloading Curve 
Form the test results we have observed that permanent deformation 
woul d occur after an i ndentati on test no matter how .. sma 11 the load was. 
The unloading paths are very different from the loading path as can be 
seen from Figs. 2.11-2.14 for both glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy. The 
unloading curve is modeled by using Eq. (2-8) in which q and a
o 
have to 
be determined. Since the permanent indentation depth a is difficult to 
o 
measure, the whole data for each unloading path were taken to determine 
the two parameters q and ao' The value q = 2.5 seems to yield the best 
overall fit as shown in Figs. 2.11-2.14. For q = 3.0 (see Figs. 2.15-2.18) 
ao becomE~s negative in some cases. 
Table 1. Indentation law F = k c/ (a in inches). 
Glass/Epoxy Graphite/Epoxy 
[(0/90)4/0/90/0/(90/0)4] [0/(~45)2/02/~45]s 
" Span 2 4" 6" 2" 4" 
Least Squares n 1.54 1.54 1.66 l.5 1.63 
Fit k 5.569xl0 5 5.603xlO 5 9. 655xl 05 5.964xl05 9.99xl05 
1 .5 Power n 1.5 1.5 1.5 l.5 l.5 
Fit k 4.617xl0 5 4.633xlO5 4.592xlO5 5. 964xl 05 5.126xlO5 
Modified 
F = 5.461 x 105 a,·5 
F =5.24 x 105 a,·5 Hertzian Law 
Rs. = 0.125", 'Vs = 0.3, Es = 30 x 106psi. 
Eq.(2-3) 
ET = 1.2 x 106 psi. II ET = 1.15 x 106psi. 
co 
Table 2. Indentation law F = k* en 
Glass/Epoxy Graphite/Epoxy 
[(O/90}4/0/ 9O/ O/(90/0}4] [O/(~45)2/02/~45]s 
Span 211 411 611 2" 4" 
1.5 Power n 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
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0.0 ·...-~--"'"T""·---"""T""---......... I ------..------.-----f 
0.00 2.00 'l.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 
Fig. 2.2. Least-square fit of the contact force - indentation 
relation for glass/epoxy with 2-inch span. 
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800.0~----------------------------------------------~ 







0.00 q.OO - 6.00 8.00 
INDENTATr~N(O.OOl IN) 10.00 
Fig. 2.3. Least-square fit of the contact force-indentation 

















F = 9.655 X 105 a l . 66 
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O.O-·+-~------,_'--------~Ir-----------rl----------~-----------.----------~ 
1l.00 2.00 4-.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 
Fig. 2.4. Least-square fit of the contact force - indentation 

















F = 4.617 X 105 a 1.5 
O.O~~----~------~------~------~------------~ 
0.00 2.00 '+.00 6.00 8.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 10.00 


















0.00 2.00 q.OO 6.00 8.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 10.00 
Fig. 2.6. Least-square fit with n = 1.5 for glass/epoxy with 


















F = 4.592 X 105 a 1.5 
O.O~~----~------~------~------~------~----~ 
0.00 2.00 ~.OO 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
rNDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 












0.00 2.00 'l.00 6.00 8.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 10.00 
Fig. 2.8. Least-square fit of the contact force - indentation 


















0.00 2 .00 ~ .00 6.00 6.00 10.00 12.00 INOENTATIGNCO.OOl IN) 
Fig. 2.9. Least-square fit of the contact force - indentation 


















BALL DIA.=1/4 IN. 
F = 5.126 X 105 a 1. 5 
O.O,~-----~-----~I------rl·---
0.00 2.00 - 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl I~) 
Fig. 2.10. Least-square fit with n = 1.5 for graphite/epoxy 





















FM = 123 lb. a = 0.609 X 10- 3 in. o 
= 200 = 0.898 
= 332 = 1.563 
= 498 = 2.895 
0.0~~--~~~~~L-,L------~--------~-------~--------4 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INOENTRTI~N(OaOOl IN) 
Fig. 2.11. Unloading curves for glass/epoxy with 2-inch span. 
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800.0~'--------------------------·----------------------~ 
700.0 LOADING: F = 4.633 X 105 a 1.5 
a-a 2.5 
UNLOADING: F = F~1 (-~) a ··a M 0 
600.0 FM :: 124 1 b. . -3 in. a. :: 0.469 X 10 o . 
= 284 = 1. 204 
500.0 = 444 :: 3.015 














0.010 2.00 !f.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTRTI~N(OGOOl IN) 









LOADING: F:: 4.592 X 105 a 1.5 
UNLOADING: 
FM :: 116 lb. a :: 0.710 X 10-3 in. 
o 
= 202 :: 1 .589 
:: 363 = 2.956 









0.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTATI~N(OoOOl IN) 
Fig. 2.13. Unloading curves for glass/epoxy with 6-inch span. 
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800.0 --,----------------
700.0 LOADING: F = 5.964 X 105 a 1.5 
a-a 2.5 
UNLOADING: F = F (_0_) M aM-aD 
600.0 
F~1 = 103 1 b . a 0 = 0.303 X 10-
3 in. 
= 222 :: 0.841 
500.0 = 361 = 1 .387 














0.00 2.00 - 4.00 - 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 

















LOADING: F:;; 4.617 X 105 a 1.5 
a-a 3 
UNLOADING: F = F~.1 ( __ 0_) 
I' atfao 
-3 FM = 123 lb. aD = -0.090 X 10 in. 
= 200 = 0.451 
= 332 = 1 .128 
"' 498 ;:: 1.374 
0.0~~--~~~~----,-------~--------,--------,--------1 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 
INOENTRTI~N(O.OOl IN) 10.00 12.00 
















LOADING: F = 4.633 X 105 a 1.5 
UNLOADING: 
a-a 3 
F=F ( 0) M a:;-M 0 
FM = 125 lb. 
::: 284 
-3 




::: 1 .658 
= 608 ::: 2.443 
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O.O~~~--~~~~---L~--------~I---------~------~--------~ 
0.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INDENTRTI~N(O.OOl IN) 

















LOADING: F::: 4.592 X 105 a 1.5 
UNLOADING: 
FM ::: 116 lb. a
o 
= 0.052 X 10-3 in. 
= 202 = 0.706 
::: 363 = 1 .848 






















0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 
INOENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 
















LOADING: F = 5.964 X 105 a 1.5 
UNLOADING: 
= 103 1 b. -3 in. F~1 a = -0.236 X 10 0 
= 222 = -0.031 
= 361 = 0.284 
= 485 = 1 .069 
O.O~~~~L-~~:~~----~----~--·----~----------r-------~ 
0.010 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 lO.OO 12.00 
INDENTATI~N(O.OOl IN) 
Fi~l. 2.18. Unloading curves for graphitl~/epoxy with 2-inch span. 
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3. IMPACT RESPONSES BY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
3.1 The Finite Element 
A beam finite element with six degrees of freedom has been developed 
for the dynamic response of elastic isotropic beams subjected to impulsive 
loadings [5]. This high order beam element has been shown to be more 
efficient than the conventional element with four degrees of freedom. 
The element displacement function is taken as 
(3-1 ) 
where v is the transverse displacement and a; are constant coefficients, 
The three degrees of freedom at each node are the transverse displacement 
v, the rotation 8, and the curvature K. The coefficients ai in Eq. (3-1) 
can be replaced by the six generalized nodal displacements at the two end 
nodes and, as a result9 the displacement function can be alternatively 
expressed in terms of the nodal displacements. 
The stiffness and mass matrices corresponding to the element displacement 
function has been presented elsewhere [5J and are reproduced in the following: 
1200 600L 30L2 -1200 600L -30L 2l 
384L2 22L3 -600L 216L2 _8L3 
[k] _ Eb
I 
6L4 _30L2 8L3 L4 ( 3-2) 
- 70L3 







21720 3732L 281L2 6000 -1812L 181 L 2 
832L 2 69L3 181n -532L2 52L3 
Em] _ -.eAL 
- 55440 6L4 181 L2 _52L3 5L4 
21720 -3732L 281L2 
832L 2 _69L3 
6L4 J 
where EbI is the beam bending rigidity, L is the length, p is the mass 
density, and A is the cross-sectional area. If the finite element is 
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to be used for the analysis of lamianted composite beams, then the bending 
rigidity EbI has to be replaced by the equivalent bending rigidity D. 
3.2 Impact Response 
(3-3) 
Based upon the stiffness and mass matrices given by Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3), 
respectively, a computer program has been written specifically for the 
dynamic response of a beam subjected to transverse impact of an elastic 
sphere. A finite difference scheme suggested by Wilson and Clough [6] 
was used to integrate the time variable in the equations of motion. In 
[5J, the classical Hertzian law of elastic contact was used to solve a 
few example problems and excellent results were found. 
The finite element program has been modified for the analysis 01 impact 
of laminated beams. The Hertzian indentation laws, Eqs. (2-1) with Eq. (2-2) 
or Eq. U~-3) 9 as well as the measured indentat"ion formulas can be chosen 
for the analysis. Both elastic loading and actual loading paths can be 
incorporated in the program. The computer program with a brief user's 
instructions is presented in Appendix A. 
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Figures 3.1 - 3.4 show results for some example problems of simply-
supported steel beams, subjected to impaot of a steel ball. The diameter 
of the ball is l in. The classical Hertzian law of contact was used in 
the computation. The material constants used are given by Eq. (4-31). 
From these results it can be seen that the impact velocity has a great 
effect on the maximum contact force and contact duration. The thickness 
of the beam has little effect for the two beam depths studied. 
As reported in Section 2, a contact of the steel ball and the glass/ 
epoxy and graphite/epoxy composite always results in a permanent deformation. 
The unloading paths are substantially different from the loading path. If 
the actual unloading paths are used, the contact force is certainly expected 
to deviate from that obtained by following elastic unloadings. 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 present the results for a glass/epoxy laminated 
composite beam with the dimension 0.19 in. D x 1.0 in. W x 7.5 in. L. 
This is the composite beam used for the indentation test. The actual 
indentation law with k = 4.62 x 105 and n = 1.5 for loading and q = 2.5 
for unloading was used for the computation. Note that, in this case, the 
steel ball has a diameter of 1/4 in. same as that of the identor in the 
static indentation test. The material constants for composite are 
EL = 5.7 x 106 psi 
ET = 1.2 x 106 psi 
GLT = 0.6 x 10
6 psi 
vLT = 0.26 
p = 0.002016 slug/in3 (0.000168 lb-sec2jin4) 
From the results in these figures it can be seen that the contact force 
drops more rapidly after reaching its maximum value when the inelastic 
unloading path is followed. However, the total contact duration does 
not seem to be affected by the inelastic unloading. 
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The finite element program developed here can also be used in conjunction 
with the experimentally obtained contact law to compute the dynamic strain 
at any point on the beam. The dynamic strain can be experimentally measured 
by using a strain gage. By comparing the measured strain and that predicted 
by the finite element solution, it may be possible for us to determine the 
effect of a result of this comparison. The static indentation law may be 
modified to account for the strain rate effect. The result of the comparison 
























































Fig. 3.1. Response of simply-supported steel beam 
(0.5"vJ X 0.5"0 X 30"L) subjected to impact 






























































Fig. 3.2. Response of a simply-supported steel beam 
(O.5"W X O.5"D X 30"L) subjected to impact 
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Fig. 3.3. Response of a simply-supported steel beam 
(O.5"W X 3.0"0 X 30"L) subjected to impact 
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Response of a simply-supported steel beam 
(O.5"W X 311 D X 30"L) subjected to impact 
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Fig. 3.5. Contact forces with elastic and ~helastic unloadin9s 
in a simply-supported glass/epoxy laminated beam 
(l"W X 0.19"0 X 7.5"L) subjected to impact of a 
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Fig. 3.6. Contact forces with elastic and inelastic unloadings 
in a simply-supported glass/epoxy laminated beam 
(l"W X 0.19"0 X 7.5"L) subjected to impact of a 
steel ball at Vi = 1500 in/sec. 
4. A Simple Method for Computing Contact Force and Duration in 
Elastic Impact 
38 
In using the finite element program described in Section 3, we have 
to choose a proper time increment ~t and the total length of time integration 
prior to the solution. A poor choice of ~t may result in poor finite 
difference solutions. A simple way to obtain an approximate impact duration 
prior to the use of the finite element program certainly will avoid futile 
trials. In the following, a simple method is developed for computing 
an approximate contact force and the contact duration. 
4.1 Impact of an Elastic Sphere on a Mass with a Flat Surface 
A simple analysis for a spherical projectile impacting an elastic 
mass with a flat surface was proposed by Timoshenko [7J as follows. 
Denoting the mass and velocity of the target by mt and vt ' respectively, and 
the mass and the velocity of the sphere by ms and vs' respectively, the 
rates of change of velocity during impact are 
F (4-1 ) 
dv 
m _s = - F (4-2) 
s dt 
where F is the contact force. The velocity of the relative approach a 
(the indentation) is 
a = V - V 
s t (4-3) 
From Eqs. (4-1) to (4-3). we obtain 
a = - (4-4) 




t; 1 + = --
mt ms 
Integrating Eq. (4-5) , we have 
1 ·2 2 2 5/2 2 (a - vi) = - 5 kt;a 
The maximum value of a, a
max
' occurs at a = 0 .. We obtain 
2 
:: (~ vi) 2/5 
amax 4 kt; 
This together with the Hertzian law yields the maximum contact force, 













If we assume that the maximum indentation, a
max ' is achieved half way 
through the entire contact, then the duration of impact is obtained from 
integrating Eq. (4-11) as 
2a fo1 max T =.--
vi 





In view of the simple formulas given by Eqs. (4-8) and (4-12), 
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(4-12) 
we will attempt to find an equivalent mass mt to represent an actual beam 
or plate. Once this is accomplished, the maximum contact force and the 
contact duration can be estimated easily. 
The equivalent system is developed based upon the condition that 
it stores the same amount of kinetic and strain energies as in the actual 
system. It is assumed that in both systems the strain energies in the 
impactors are negligible and that the kinetic energies are identical. It 
is also assumed that the spheres do the same amount of work on both the 
actual and the equivalent targets. With these assumptions, we conclude 
that the total kinetic energy of the equivalent mass, Kt , should be equal 
to the kinetic energy K plus the strain energy U of the actual elastic 
target, i.e., 
( 4- 13) 
The kin~tic energy in the equivalent target system is simply 
(4-14 ) 
From Eq. (4-1), the velocity of the equivalent mass can be obtained 
by integration as 
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(4-15) 
From all the previous studies, the contact force history resembles 
a sine function. In view of this, we approximate the contact force as 
follows 
F = F sin(TIt/T) 
max 
(4-16) 
substituting Eq. (3-16) into Eq. (3-15) and integrating from t=o to t = 
T/2 we obtain the velocity of the equivalent target at t = T/2 as 
1 T 
v =-·--F t mt TI max 
(4-17) 
Substitution of Eq. (4-17) into Eq. (4-14) and then into Eq. (4-13) lead to 
(4-18) 
Since the deflection of the beam is proportional to the applied force F, 
both U and K contain F~ax terms and can be factored out as 
U = F2 U* K = F2 K* (4-19) 
max' max 
in which U* and K* do not depend on Fmax' Equation (3-18) can now be 
written as 
From Eqs. (4-6), and (4-8) and (4-12), we note that the contact 
(4-20) 
duration T is a function of the equivalent mass mt . Thus, Eq. (4-20) is 
basically a nonlinear equation for mt . Numerical methods will be used to 
find solutions for this equation. 
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4.3 Simply-Supported Beam 
Consider a beam of cross-sectional area A and bending rigidity D. 
The equation of motion is 
4 2 
o ~ + pA ~ = q(x,t) Clx4 Clt2 (4- 21 ) 
where p is the average mass density (over the thickness) and q(x,t) is a 
time dependent forcing function. For a homogeneous elastic beam, we have 
o = E1 (4-22) 
For laminated composite beams, 0 is estimated according to Eq. (4-36). 
If the force ;s a concentrated force F(t) applied at x=c, then the 
solution for Eq. (4-21) can be expressed as [8J 
w(x,t) 
1 00 w (x)w (c) Jt . 
= J\ L n JL n2 F(.)sin wn(t-.)dT p n=l w w (x)dx 0 
non 
(4-23) 
where wn(x) is the shape function for the nth natural mode of vibration, 
and wn ;s the corresponding natural frequency. 
For a simply-supported beam, we obtain 




If the c:oncentrated force is given by Eq. (4-16), then the beam deflection 
w can be obtained from Eq. (4-23) as 
w(x,t) = 00 1 I 4T2 I wn(c) 4" I --2---2 (sin f t 
n=' n L 4T .. Tn 
(4-26) 
In Eq. (4-26), 
is the period for the nth mode. The strain energy and the kinetic energy 
can be computed in a straightforward manner. We obtain at t = T/2 
where 
00 { 1 91 = I 4 2 2 
n=1 4n T -T, 




From thenumerica1 examples, it has been observed that use of fifty 
terms in the series in Eqs. (4-29) and (4-30) should provide a converged 
solution. In all examples presented in this section, the classical 
Hertzian law is used. 
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As a first evaluation of the equivalent mass concept, we consider 
a problem solved by Timoshenko [9J using a numerical procedure to solve 
a nonlinear integral equation. The steel beam considered has a 0.39 in. 
x 0.39 in. (1 cm x 1 cm) cross-section and 6.04 in. (15.35 cm) length. 
The beam is simply-supported at two ends and subjected to impact of a steel 
ball with 0.79 in. (2 cm) diameter. The material properties are 
E = 31 x 106 psi 
v = 0.29 
P = 0.00894 slug/in3 (0.000745 lb-sec2/in4) 
(4-31) 
It should be pointed out that in the numerical computation, the value for 
the mass density as given by Eq. (4-31) should be divided by a factor of 
12 if the length is given in inches. 
Figure 4.1 shows the contact force histories according to Timoshenko's 
solution and the equivalent mass model. Excellent agreement is noted. 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the contact forces of a simply-supported steel 
beam subjected to impact of a steel ball of 1/2 in. diameter with different 
velocities. The beam has a 1/2 in. x 1/2 in. cross-section and is 30 in. 
long. Both the equivalent mass model results and the finite element results 
are found to have a very close agreement. 
The results for a thicker steel beam (1/2 in. W x 3 in. D x 30 in. L) 
with simple supports are presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 for vi = 12 in/sec. and 
1200 in./sec., respectively. Again, the equivalent mass model works quite 
well in predicting the magnitude and duration of the contact force. 
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Fi~lure 4.6, shows the results for a simp"le-supported thin steel beam 
(0.5 in. W x 0.08 in. D x 15 in. L) subjected to the impact of a steel ball 
of 0.5 in. diameter with v. = lOa in./sec. The equivalent mass model is 
1 . 
able to predict the maximum contact force but not the contact duration due 
to the long tail portion. 
Figure 4.7 shows the contact force history for a composite beam of the same 
dimension and impact condition as the previous problem. The laminated 
beam consists of 16 piles of graphite/epoxy composite. The ply-thickness 
is 0.005 in. and the lay-up is (0/90/0/90)2s' The material constants are 
EL = 30 x 106 psi, ET = 0.75 x 106 psi 
GLT = 0.4 x 10
6 psi, vLT = O.25~ 
p = 0.00178 slug/in3 (0.000148 lb-sec2/in4) 
(4-32) 
The modified Hertzian law of contact given by Eq. (2-3) was used for the 
solution. Again, from Fig. 4.7 we find that the eqivalent mass model is 
excellent in predicting the maximum contact force but poor in estimating 
the total contact time. From the numerical examples carried out, it seems 
that the equivalent mass model can not yield accurate contact time if the 
target is too thin. 
4.4 Simply-Supported Rectangular Plate 
The plate theory developed by Whitney and Pagano [lOJ for laminated 
composit,es is used for the analysis. This plate theory takes the transverse 
shear deformation into account and has been shown by Sun and La; [11 J to 
be adequate for wave propagation. For simplicity, only cross-ply laminated 
plates are considered, for which the equations of motion are given by 
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.' 0ll~x.xx + °66 ~x,yy + (°12 + D66)~y.xy ~ K A55~x - K A55w,x = plwx (4-33) 
00 
(D12 + 066)Wx,XY + D66 ~y,xx + D22 ~y,yy - K A44Wy - K A44W,y = pI~y (4-34) 
" 
K A55~x,x + K A55W,xx + K A44~y,y + K A44W. yy + q = phw (4-35) 
where a comma indicates partial differentiation, q is the lateral load, 
w ;s the transverse displacement, ~x and ~y are the rotations of the plane 
sections, K(=TI2/12) is a shear correction factor, p is the average mass 
density (over the thickness), h is the plate thickness, I is the rotary inertia, 
and 
h/2 
(A .. , D. ,) :: J Q •• (l,i)dz 
lJ lJ -h/2 lJ 
(4-36) 
In Eq. (4-36), Q .. are the reduced stiffnesses for the composite material. lJ 
For an isotropic elastic plate, the following relations exist: 
E h3 
0" = 022 = ---2-
12(1-v ) 
l-v 
D66 ::: -2- 0" 
Eh 
= -=-2 -r:( 1~+-\)"""') 
( 4-37) 
The equations of motion given by Eqs. (4-33) to (4-35) .reduce to those for 
the Mindlin's plate theory [12]. 
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If we separate the total displaceme.rt. into the bending part, wb' and 
that dUl~ to the transverse shear deformation, ws ' then we have 
ljix = ,- wb x 
, 
ljiy = ,- wb 
,Y 
W = W + W b s 
In terms of wb and ws ' the equation of motion can be written as 
.. 
0" wb,xxx + (012 + 2066 )W b,xyy + K Assws,x = pIwb,x 
.. 
(D12 + 2D66 )wb + 022wb + K A44w = plwb ,xxy ,yyy s ,y ,y 
.. .. 
K PISSWS,xx + K J\44Ws,yy + q = ph(wb + Ws ) 
Combining equations (4-39) with (4-40), we have 
.. .. 
;. K A44Ws ,yy = pI(wb,xx + Wb,y) 










4 04 04 
= ~ + 2(0,2 + 2066) + D22 4 
oio/ oX oy 
L2 
32 32 
- K A55 -2 + K A44 -2" 
3X 3Y 
.C/ 32 32 
= OX 2 +-ay2 
Applying laplace transform to equations (4-43) yields 
(4-44) 
where wb and Ws are the transformed functions of wb and w
s
' respectively, 
and s is the Laplace transform parameter. Since the rotatory inertia is 
small, it is neglected in this study. 
Solving Eqs. (4-44), we obtain 
(4-45) 
We expand the displacement wand the load q in terms of the shape functions 
wmn (x,y) of the natural modes of the plate as 
w = I L Bmn (t)wmn (x,y) m n 
q = L I qmn (t)wmn (x,y) m n 
(4-46) 
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For a simply-supportE~d rectangular plate, the shape function for the (m,n) 
mode is given by 
( ) • m'ITx wmn x,y = Sln -a- . ~ Sln b 
where a and b are the lateral dimensions of the plate. 
where 
Applying LaplaCE! transform to Eq. (4~46) we obtain 
Substitution of Eqs. {4-48} and (4-47) into Eq. (4-45) leads to 
1 






The quantity wmn ;s the angular natural frequency for the (m,n) mode. If 




The solution for w can be obtained by applying inverse transform. 
We obta in 
. 1 I I . mnX . !!2!Y r qmn h ) sin wmn (t-'r) dT (4-52) w =- Sln - Sln b ph 
m n a wmn 0 
where 
qmn(t) 4 I: f: q(x,y,t) . mnx . ~ dxdy (4-53) =- Sln -- Sln ab a b 
Consider a contact force given as a sine function, see Eq. (4-16), 
which is applied at the point (xl' y,). Then 
~n(t) = !b f: f: q(x,y,t) sin m;x sin n~~ dxdy 
4 t . mnx, nny, 
= ab Fmax sin (\) Sln -a- sin -b- for t < T (4-54) 
Substitution of Eq. (4-54) into Eq. (4-52) yields 
4F ( ) max w x,y,t = phab 








for 0 < t < T. For xl = a/2, Yl = b/2, Eq. (4-55) becomes 
4F 00 00 l w( >: ,y, t) = ----1!@2~ I I (s i n m1TX sin n1TbY) + phab m=l n=l a 
wmn 
(4-56) 
1 ( . 1T t 1T Sln - ---
1 - (w 1T ,:-)2 T TWmn 
mn 
. t)~' m1T . n1T Sln wmn J Sln ~ Sln ~ 
comparing Eq. (4-46) with (4-56) we find 
4F max 1 1 
Bmn(t) = phab -2- ---(_-1T_-~)=2 x . m1T . n1T (. 1T t 1T . to) Sln -2 Sln -2 x Sln -T - -T- Sln W wmn mn 
wmn 1 - T 
wmn (4-57) 
The kinetic energy in the plate at any time t ~ T is given by 
(4-58) 
Substituting Eq. (4-57) into Eq. (4-46) and then into Eq. (4-58) we obtain 
K (t) = phab I L 82 (t) 
8 m n mn (4-59) 
By introducing the stiffness, K
mn
, of the plate system for the (m, n) 
made, the total strain energy can be formally written as 




Upon substitution of Eqs. (4-59) and (4-60) into the Lagrangian 
equation of motion we obtain 
(4-61 ) 
where Qmn is the generalized force. From Eq. (4-61) we obtain the natural 
frequency wmn for the (m,n) made as 
2 4 
Kmn wmn - phab 
from which 
Kmn 
= phab 2 
4 wmn 
substituting Eqs. (4-63) and (4-57) into Eq. (4-60) we obtain 
u (t) = 
2F2 
max 
phab I I m n 
( , TIt TI x Sln - ---
T TWmn 





With Eqs. (4-60) and (4-64), the quantities U* and K* in the equivalent 
mass mode can be obtained. We have 
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U* (T/2) 2 f3 (4-65) = phab 
K* (T /2) 2/ 93 (4-66) = phabT2 
where 
f3 = L L [ W~n 1 (1 7f . wmnT sin m:; sin n:; r<4-67) - -- Sln --) m n 1 - (_7f_) 2 TWmn 2 
wmnT 
93 = L L [w1 1 7f 2 cos 
m n liin 1 - (;;-y) 
mn 
W T (~) s'in m7f 2 2 (4-68) 
Karas [13] considered the impact of a steel ball of 2 cm in diameter 
on a simply-supported square steel plate with a=b=20 cm and h = 0.8 em by 
using the classical plate theory. The impact velocity of the ball was 100 
em/sec. The contact force histories obtained by Karas and by usin9 the 
equivalent mass model are shown in Fig. 4.8. It is seen that the equivalent 
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Fi g. 4.2. Simply"-supported steel beam (0.5"H x 0.5"D 
x 30"L) subjected to impact of a steel 
ball at 12 in/sec. 
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Simply-supported steel beam (O.5"H x 3"D 
x 30"L) subjected to impact of a steel 
ball at 12 in/sec. 
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Simply-supported steel beam (0.5"11/ x 3"0 
x 30"L) subjected to impact of a steel ball 
at 1200 in/sec. 
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Fig. 4.6 Simply-supported steel beam (0.5"H x O.OS"[) 
x 15"L) subjected to impact of a steel ball 
at 100 in/sec. 
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Simply-supported graphite/epoxy beam 
(0.5"H x 0.08"D x l5"L) subjected to 
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Fig. 4.8 Contact force history for a simply-supported 
steel plate (20 cm x 20 cm x 0.8 cm) subjected 




Static indentation tests have been performed to determine the law 
of contact between a steel ball and two laminated composites, namely, 
glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy. It has been found that the loading 
path followed very well the power law 
F= ka1. 5 
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where F is the contact force, k is a coefficient, and a is the indentation 
depth. Tests were conducted with beams clamped at two ends with various 
spans. The results indicated that the indentation law does not seem to 
depend on the span between the clamps. The experimental results have 
also revealed that both composites tested possessed a pronounced inelastic 
behavior even at very low contact force levels. The unloading paths 
from various loading points have been obtained experimentally and fitted 
into a power law for the computational purpose. 
An efficient high order beam finite element has been employed together 
with the classical Hertzian contact law or the measured contact law for 
analyzing the impact response. The finite element program is capable 
of computing the contact force, contact duration, and all the dynamic 
responses in the laminated composite. A simple method for estimating the 
contact force and duration has been developed and shown to be quite 
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APPENDIX A 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSVERSE IMPACT 
OF A BEAM 
The following is a description of the input data required to 
analyze the transverse impact of a beam. The description is by card 
sections, and where applicable, the number of cards precedes the name. 
The arrangement of the cards is shown in Fig. A-l. 
1. Heading Card(s) (I2, lOA?) 
One card is required for each problem. 
Cols, 1-2 Problem number (NPROB) 
3-72 Arbitrary problem identification (TITLE) 
2. l-Contro1 Card (915) 
Cols. 1-5 Number of nodal points (NP) 
6-10 Number of elements (NE) 
11-15 Number of restrained boundary nodes (NB) 
16-20 Number of output printing cycles (NTM) 
21-25 Number of material types (NMAT) 
For isotropic materials, this number is limited to 24 
plus one for the sphere. However, for a laminated 
composite, this number can only be two. 
26-30 Output printing frequency in in vsec (NDIN) 
31-35 Beam material type (MATP) 
o - if beam is isotropic 
1 - if beam ;s a "I ami na ted composite 
36-50 Number of nodal data cards (NOC) 
Explained later. 
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41-45 Control for print of input data (11) 
o - Input printed at beginning of first problem only. 
1 - Input printed for each new problem. 
Input for the printing scheme outlines the cycle and frequency at 
which the output is printed. The integer, NTM, indicates how many 
times output is printed after the sphere makes contact and the integer, 
NDIN, indicates how much time elapses between printing of the output. 
In addition, NDIM is measured in tenths of a microsecond. As an example, 
if one wishes to print output every 5 psec for 10 cycles, then NDIN 
equals 50 (in l~ psec) and NTM=lO. Observe that (NOON x NTRM)/lO yields 
the time at which computations stop, in this case its 50 psec. 
3. 1 - Dimension Card (3Fl0.0) 
Cols. 1-10 Beam thickness (TB) 
11-20 Beam width (WB) 
21-30 Sphere radius (R) 
4. 1 - Nodal Impact Card (IS,2F10.0) 
eols. 1-5 Impacted node (NQ) 
6-15 Impact velocity (Q2) 
16-25 Time increment (DT) 
5. Element Type Material Properties._Car~ (I5,5F10.0) 
1 card per material 
Co1s. 1-5 Material number (IMAT) 
6-15 Longitudinal Young's modulus (ORT(N,1) ) 
16-25 Transverse Young's modulus (ORT(N,2)) 
26-35 Shear modulus (ORT(N,3)) 
36-45 Poisson's ratio (ORT(N,4)) 
46-55 Mass density, p (ORT(N,5)) 
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The last material card must contain the material properties of 
the impacting sphere. If the sphere and the beam possess identical 
material properties, then only one material card (NMAT = 1) is necessary. 
6. 1 - Identation Law Card (E10.3,2F10.0) 
Cols. 1-10 Loading coefficient k (STF) 
11-20 Permanent deformation a o (DISPEM) 
21-30 Unloading power q (QP) 
If the Hertzian law is used for loading, set STF = 0.0. If elastic 
unloading is followed, then set DISPEM = 0.0 and the input for QP will 
be ignored. 
7 . Noda 1 Da ta Ca rd ( s ) ( 215, 2 FlO. 0, I 5 ) 
1 card is required for each set of identical elements. 
Col s. 1-5 Beginning node in the set (N01) 
6-10 Final node in the set (N02) 
11-20 x-position of beginning node (Xl) 
21-30 x-position of final node (X2) 
31-35 Element material type of set (IMT) 
This input provides information for the automatic element generator 
in the program. Given the above information for each set of identical 
elements, the program computes the x-position of each node and assigns 
each element a material type and the Ith and Jth nodes. The number of 
these cards is equal to NOC, which is input on the control card. 
NOTE: Node 1 must begin at position x ~ O. 
8. Boundary Conditions Card(s) (215) 
1 card per restrained node 
Cols. 1-5 Restrained node (NBC) 
6-10 Boundary condition code (NFIX) 
The boundary condition code is an integer containil',g three digits. 
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Each digit in the code is either l-restrained or O-free. The ones 
digit controls the curvature, the tens digit controls the slope, and 
the hundreds digit controls the displacement. As an example, if one 
node was clamped, then the displacement and slope are zero and the 
curvature is nonzero, or 
v = 0 e = 0 K f 0 therefore Code 11 0 
NOTE: Boundary conditions may be specified at any node with any code. 
8. Number of layers in laminate (15 ) (MLAYER) 
9. Laminate data (IS, F5. 0, Fl 0.0) 
1 ca rd per layer. 
Cols. 1-5 Layer number (L) 
6-10 Fiber orientation (TH) 
11-20 Layer thic kness (TK) 
If a laminated composite beam is to be examined under impact, two 
major alterations in the program must be made. This program provides 
for both, with the proper indication on the control card (MATP = 1). 
From th~ laminate data given, an equivalent bending rigidity is computed, 
or 011 = EI. In addition, the contact coefficient in the Hertzian 
Contact Law is also computed differently for composite beams. 
NOTE: If an isotropic beam is used, skip Cards 8 and 9. 
10. Termination Card 
EXAII1PLE 1 
Consider the impact of a steel sphere on a steel cantilever beam. 
The dimensions of the beam are 0.5 11 W x 0.08 11 D X 15 11 L and the sphere 
has a diameter of 0.5 11 in. The initial velocity of the sphere is 100 
in/sec., with the point of impact located at the mid-point. Numerical 
solutions are to be obtained up to 100 f.lsec by using 30 finite elements. 
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The material constants used in this computation are 
E = 30 xl06psi, \! = 0.25 and p = 0,00880 slug/in3(0,Q00733 lb - sec 2/in4), 
Note that the value of p in slug should be divided by 12 if length is 
measured in inches. 
The sample inputs and outputs for Example 1 and Example 2 are 
listed following Fig. A-l. The results for the contact force, the dis-
placement of the sphere and the deflection of the beam at the impact point 
are shown in Fig. A-2. The displacement profiles of the beam at the 
impact point are shown in Fig. A-2. The displacement profiles of the 
beam at various times are presented in Fig, A-3. 
EXAHPLE 2 
----
This example is i.dentical to the previous example except that the 
beam is now a laminated composite which consists of 16 layers of 
graphite/epoxy composite. The ply-thickness is 0.005" and the lay~up 
is (0/90/0/90)2s' The material constants are 
E22 = 0.75 x 106 psi 
V12 = 0.25 
6 612 = 0.4 x 10 psi 
The corresponding results are shown in Figs. A-4 and A-5. 
- 1 
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lO.08DXO.5Wx15L glass/epoxy 5.5. with Q2=lOO in/sec. 
PROGRAM MAIN (INPUT, OUTPUT, PLOT TAPE5 = INPUT ..... 
PUT, DIM, X=TAPE8. 
LOAD (LGO, RUNLIB) 
FORTRAN. 
JOB CARD 
Fig. A-l Deck set-up 
Sample Input for Example 1 




6 ? .~ Y 10 11 ! 2 13 l.~ ! 5 16 ;.' 
FORTRAN STATEMENT 
18 19 .?O 21 2~ :'3 24 25 ::6 27 ;:8 29 3'1 .11 :, :13 lJ 3:; 36 ;7 38 ~? ~:: l! 42 .\3 .14 dS 
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1 0 08Dx05wx15.L 'Isla CAIN'TILElvER~ WITH °I2_=_WW.J'i..li.J-!"-IE-"'-c--'----+ 
~--~l~l-rl __ ~3~O~ ___ --~~--~2~O~-~~~--~5-0~------O~.~--~1+_----~O~----_r------
~----_+_"O+_'_-=.O-=.8.....:0"+--_-__ _+=O-=' .'----"-5_.:::0 __ 0=+-~-'-'-+O"-·~2 5 ° 
1-+_-.:1 __ 6:t-+ _____ 1....::0'--0"-· -=.... -:c0.j---'3=--=-. _=5_0.::.t 0 E - ° 8 





Sample Output for Example 1 





DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
MATERII~LS 
BEAM THICKNESS 














IMPACT VELOCITY 100.0 
INTEGRATION TIME INCI~E:MENT( X E-06 SEC} 3.S00E-OS 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
MAT. NO. E1 E2 G12 
1 30000000.0 30000000.0 11500000 .. 0 
PERMANENT DEFORMATION(IN) *.000000 
NODAL POINTS 
X Y 
1 0.000 0.000 
2 .500 0.000 
3 1. 000 0.000 
4 1.500 0.000 
5 2.000 0.')00 
S 2.500 0.000 
7 3.000 0.000 
8 3.500 0.000 
9 4.000 0.000 
10 4.500 0.000 
11 5.000 0.000 
12 5.500 0.000 
13 6.000 0.000 
14 S.500 0.000 
15 7.000 0.000 
16 7.500 0.000 
17 8.000 0.000 
18 S.SOO 0.000 
19 9.000 0.000 
20 9.500 0.000 
21 10.000 0.000 
22 10.500 0.000 
23 11. 000 0.000 
24 11. 500 0.000 
25 12.000 0.000 
26 12.500 0.000 
27 13.000 0.000 
28 13.500 0.000 
29 14.000 0.000 
30 14.500 0.000 







I J K MAT 
1 1 2 0 0 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 
3 3 4 0 0 1 
4 4 5 0 0 1 
5 5 6 0 0 1 
S 8 7 0 0 1 
7 7 8 0 0 1 
8 8 9 a 0 1 
9 9 10 0 0 1 
10 10 11 0 0 1 
11 11 12 0 0 1 
12 12 13 0 0 1 
13 13 14 0 0 1 
14 14 15 0 0 1 
15 15 18 0 0 1 
18 18 17 0 0 1 
17 17 18 0 0 1 
18 18 19 0 0 1 
19 19 20 0 0 1 
20 20 21 0 0 1 
21 21 22 0 0 1 
22 22 23 0 0 1 
23 23 24 0 0 1 
24 24 25 0 0 1 
25 25 28 0 0 1 
26 26 27 0 0 1 
27 27 28 0 0 1 
28 28 29 0 0 1 
29 29 30 0 0 1 




1. REPORT OUTPUT EUC:RY 5.00 MSEC 
2. TERMINATE OUTPUT AT1DO.OO MSEC 
TYPICAL STIFNESS MATRIX OF AN ELEMENT 
8.777E+04 2. 194E+04 5.486E+02 -8.77/E+04 2.194E+04 -5.486E+02 
2. 194E+04 7.022E+03 2.011E+02 -2. 194E+04 3.950E+03 -7.314E+01 
5.486E+02 2.011E+02 2.743E+01 -5.486E+02 7.314E+01 4.571E+00 
-8.777E+04 -2.194E+04 -5.486E+02 8.777E+04 -2. 194E+04 5.486E+02 
2. 194E+04 3. 850E-1-03 
-5.485E+02 -7.314E+01 







7.314E+01 -2. 184E+04 7.022E+03 -2.011E+02 
4.571E+00 5.486E+02 -2.011E+02 2.743E+Ol 
AN ELEMENT 
1.858E-08 1.587E-06 -2.396E-07 1.197E-08 
2.281E-09 2.396E-07 -3.517E-08 1.719E-08 
9.915E-l1 1.197E-08 -1.71SE-09 8.263[-11 
1.197E-08 5.743E-06 -4.934E-07 1.85S[-08 
-1.718E-09 -4.934E-07 5.500E-08 -2.281E-09 
8.263E-l1 1.858E-08 -2.281E-09 8.916E-11 
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O.08DXO.S~15L ISO. CANTILEVER UITH 02=100 IN/SEC. 
TIME ELAPSED( MSEC) 10.500 
fORCe:CLB) 1.S84E+Q2 
MASS DISPLACEMENT(IN) S.747E-04 
MASS UELOCITVCIN/Se:C) 7.84SE+Ol 
MASS ACCEL.CIN/SEC2) -3.509E+OG 
INDENTATION<IN) 6. 197E-04 
NODE DISP STRAIN-XX STRAI N-VV STRESS-XX 
1 1.S70E·-11 -S.892E-11 2.9S8E-11, -2.9S8E-03 
2 -2.0S1E·-U S.SOSE-IO -1.SS2E-IO 1.SS2E-02, 
3 3. 951E·-11 -9. 258E-IO 2. 777E-IO -2. 777E-02 
4 -3.S84E·-ll 3.027E-I0 -9.0S1E-11 S.081E-03 
5 -1.222E·-I0 5. 42SE-OS -1.S28E-OS' 1.S2SE-01 
S B.400E·-I0 -2.S98E-OB B.093E-OS -S.093E-Ol 
7 -2. 888E·-OS B.OSSE-08 -2.418E-08 2.418E+00 
S S.521E·-OS -1.550E-07 4.SS0E-OS -4.SS0E+OO 
9 -S.SSlE·-OS 8. 597E-08 -2.S7SE-08 2.S7SE+OO 
10 -1. S77E·-08 S.471E-07 -1.S41E-07 1.S41E+Ol 
11 1.002E·-07 -2. 52SE-OS 7. 574E-07 -7. 574E+Ol 
12 -1.803E·-07 2.SS1E-OS -7.S83E-07 7.SB3E+Ol 
13 -4.412E·-07 1.034E-05 -3.10IE-OS 3.101E+02 
14 -3.S72E·-07 2.215E-05 -S.S4SE-OS S.S4SE+02 
15 -3. 358E ·-05 10 188E-04 -3.5S5E-05 3.5S5E+03 
16 3. 578E·-04 -7.110E-04 2. 133E-04 -2. 133E+04 
17 -3. 358E'-OS 1.188E-04 -3.S6SE-OS 3.SSSE+03 
18 -3.S72E··07 2.2ISE-OS -6. 645E-OS S.S4SE+02 
19 -4.412E·-07 1.034E-05 -3.101E-OS 3.10lE+02 
20 -1.803E··07 2.S61E-06 -7. 683E-0? 7.SB3E+01 
21 1.002E··07 -2.S25E-OS 7.S74E-07 -7.574E+Ol 
22 -1.S77E··OB S.471E-07 -1.941E-07 l.S41E+Ol 
23 -S.8SlE--OS 8.S97E-08 -2.S79E-08 2.S79E+00 
24 S.S21E·-09 -1.550E-07 4.S50E-08 -4.S50E+OO 
25 -2. 888E··OS 8.0SSE-08 -2.41BE-08 2.41BE+OO 
2S 8.400E··I0 -2.S98E-08 B.OB3E-OS -8.0B3E-Ol 
27 -1.221E-·IO 5. 424E-09 -1.S27E-OS 1.627E-Ol 
28 -3.6S7E-·11 3.0S7E-10 -S.201E-11 S.201E-03 
29 3. 98SE-·11 -S.3S2E-IO 2.80SE-IO -2.80SE-02 
30 -2. 11 SE-· 11 5.SS8E-IO -1.70SE-10 1.70BE-02 
31 1.30SE-·21 ':"2. 755E-IO 8.2S4E-11 -B.2S4E-03 
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O.08DXO.5~X15L ISO. CANTILEVER ~ITH 92=100 IN/SEC. 
1IME ELAPSEDCMSEC) 35.000 
F'ORCECLB) 3. 223E-01 
MASS DISPLACEMENTCIN) 2.332E-03 
MASS UELOCITVCIN/SEC) 4.839E+01 
MASS ACCEL.(IN/SEC2) -8. 718E+03 
INDENTATIONCIN) 1. 139E-05 
NODE DISP STRAIN-XX STRAIN-V'!' STRESS-XX 
1 -1.639E-08 1.939E-07 -50817E-08· 5. 817E+00 
2 -4.074E-08 1.315£-06 -3.944[-07 3.944E+Ol 
3 1.731E-07 -3. 163E-06 9. 490E-07 -9.490E+Ol 
4 8.057E-08 -1.543E-06 4.630E-07 -4.830E+Ol 
5 -1.623E-07 1.457E-06 -4.371E-07 4.371E+01 
8 -5. 181E-07 6. 358E-06 -1.907E-06 1.907E+02 
7 -8.232E-07 8.349E-06 -2.505E-06 2.505E+02 
8 -1. 821E-06 1.321E-05 -3. 964E-06 3. 964E+02 
9 -3. 188E-08 1.493E-05 -4. 478E-06 4. 478E+02 
10 -1.813E-07 -1.602E-05 4.806E-OS -4.806E+02 
11 2. 248E-05 -5.990E-05 1. 797E-05 -1.797E+03 
12 -4. 545E-05 1.443E-04 -4.329E-05 4.329E+03 
13 9. 286E-05 -2. 545E-04 7. 836E-05 -7.636£+03 
14 -3. 94SE-04 4.636E-04 -1. 391E-04 1.391£+04 
15 1.079E-03 -8. 524E-05 1.957E-05 -1.957£+03 
16 2. 322E-03 '-4. 584E-04 1.375E-04 -1. 375E+04 
17 1.079E-03 -6. 524E-05 1.957E-05 -1.957E+03 
18 -3. 946E-04 4.636E-04 -1.391E-04 1.391E+04 
19 9. 28SE-05 -2. 545E-04 7.836E-05 -7~636E+03 
20 -4. 545E-05 1. 443E-04 -4.329E-05 4.329E+03 
21 2. 24BE-05 -5. 990E-05 1.797E-05 -1.797E+03 
22 -1.612E··07 -1.602E-05 4.807E-08 -4.807E+02 
23 -3. 188E-08 1. 493E-05 -4.478E-06 4. 478E+02 
24 -1.821E-06 1.322E-05 -3. 966E-08 3.986E+02 
25 -8. 225E-07 8.333E-06 -2.500E-06 2.500E+02 
26 -5. 171E-07 6.379E-06 -1.914E-06 1. 914E+02 
27 -1.620E-07 1.454E-08 -4. 362E-07 4. 362E+01 
28 8. 283E-OB -l.S98E-06 4. 793E-07 -4.7S3E+Ol 
29 1.684E-07 -3.057E-06 9. 171E-07 -9. 171E+01 
30 -3.759E-08 1.254E-08 -3. 782E-07 3. 782E+01 
31 -2. 132E-18 5. 192E-08 -1.558E-08 1. 558E+00 
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Sample Input for Example 2 
~. :iIA,TEIo'E"n 
.;J N'.JMSf~ FORTRAN STATEMENT 
: .3 I 5 ~ 
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Sample Output for Example 2 






















IMPACT VELOCITY 100.0 
INTEGRATION TIME INCREMENT( X E-OS SEC) 1.000E-07 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

















1.232E+08 1.502E+04 -5.912[-39 -2.910E-11 3.183E-12 -9.788E-55 
1.502E+04 1.232E+06 -1.994E-09 3.183E-12 3.402E-10 -4.653E-25 
-5.912E-38 -1.894E--09 3.200(+04 -9.788E-55 -4.653E-25 4.547E-12 
-2.810E-11 3. 183E-12 -9.788E-55 7.742E+02 8.013E+00 -2.562E-42 
3.183E-12 3.402E-10 -4.653E-25 8.013E+00 5.3S8E+02 -B.639E-13 
-9.788E-55 -4.653E-25 4.547E-12 -2.562E-42 -B.639E-13 1.707E+01 
NODAL POINTS 
X V 
1 0.000 0.000 
2 .500 0.000 
3 1.000 0.000 
4 1.500 0.000 
5 2.000 0.000 
6 2.500 0.000 
7 3.000 0.000 
8 3.500 0.000 
9 4.000 0.000 
10 A.500 0.000 
11 5.000 0.000 
12 5.500 0.000 
13 6.000 0.000 
14 6.500 0.000 
15 7.000 0.000 
16 7.500 0.000 
17 8.000 0.000 
18 8.500 0.000 
19 9.000 0.000 
20 9.500 0.000 
21 10.000 0.000 
22 10.500 0.000 
23 11.000 0.000 
24 11.500 0.000 
25 12.000 0.000 
26 12.500 0.000 
27 13.000 0.000 
28 13.500 0.000 
29 14.000 0.000 
30 14.500 0.000 







I J K MAT 
1 1 2 0 0 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 
3 3 4 0 0 1 
4 4 5 0 0 1 
5 5 6 0 0 1 
S 6 7 0 0 1 
7 7 8 0 0 1 
8 8 9 0 0 1 
9 9 10 0 0 1 
10 10 11 0 0 1 
11 11 12 0 0 1 
12 12 13 0 0 1 
13 13 14 0 0 1 
14 14 15 0 0 1 
15' 15 16 0 0 1 
16 16 17 0 0 1 
17 17 18 0 0 1 
18 18 19 0 0 1 
19 19 20 0 0 1 
20 20 21 0 0 1 
21 21 22 0 0 1 
22 22 23 0 0 1 
23 23 24 0 0 1 
24 24 25 0 0 1 
25 25 26 0 0 1 
26 26 27 0 a 1 
27 27 28 0 0 1 
28 28 29 0 0 1 
29 i29 30 0 a 1 




1. I~EPORT OUTPUT EVERV 5.00 MSEC 
2. TERMINATE OUTPUT Anoo.oo MSEC 
T'YPICAL STIFNESS MATRIX OF AN ELEMENT 
1.062E+05 2.654E+04 6.636E+02 -1.062E+05 2.654E+04 -6.636E+02 
2.6541::+04 8.494E+03 2.433E+02 -2.654E+04 4.778E+03 -8.848E+Ol 
6.635[+02 2.433E+OC~ 3.318E+01 -6.636E+02 8.848E+Ol 5. 530E+.OO 
-1.062[+05 -2.654E+04 -6.636E+02 1.062E+05 -2.654E+04 6. 636E+02 
2.654E+04 4.778E+0:-3 8.848E+01 -2.654E+04 8.494E+03 -2.433E+02 
-6.63SE+02 -8.848E+Ol 5.530E+00 6.636E+02 -2.433E+02 3.318E+01 
TYPICAL MASS MATRIX OF AN ELEMENT 
1.160[-06 9.963E-OB 3.751E-09 3.203E-07 -4.837E-08 2.416E-09 
9.963E-08 1.111E-OB 4.605E-I0 4.837E-08 -7.101E-09 3.470E-I0 
3.751E-09 4.605E-I0 2.002E-11 2.416E-09 -3.470E-10 1.668E-l1 
3.203E-07· 4.837E-OB 2.416E-09 1.160E-06 -9.963E-08 3.751E-09 
-4.837E-08 -7.101E-0~1 -3.470E-I0 -9.963E-08 1.111E-08 -4.605E-I0 
2.416E-09 3.470E-I0 1.668E-11 3.751E-09 -4.605E-10 2.002E-11 
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0.OSDXO.5WX15L COMPo CANTILEUER WITH Q2=100 IN/SEC 
TIME ELAPSEDCMSEC) 20.000 
FORCE(LB) 2.989E+01 
MASS DISPLACEMENTCIN) 1.963E-03 
MASS UELOCITV(IN/SEC) 9.407E+01 
MASS ACCEL. (IN/SEC2)~ -:60230[+05 
INDENTATION(IN) 1.557E-03 
NODE DISP STRAIN-XX STRAIN-VV STRESS-XX 
1 4.354[-09 -1.203[-08 3.00SE-09 -·3.610E-01 
2 1.211[-09 -1. 140E-08 2.850E-09 -3.420[-01 
3 1.584E-09 -1.941[-08 4.853E-09 -5.824E-01 
4 4.063[-08 -5.353[-08 1.338E-08 -1.606E+00 
5 1.002E-08 -1.048E-07 2.819E-08 1 -3. 143E+00 
S 2.185[-08 -1.112[-07 2.780E-08 -3.338E+00 
7 2. 325E-08 -4.028E-08 1. 007E-08 -1.208E+00 
8 -7. 712E-08 3.099E-07 -7. 748E-08 9.297E+00 
9 -2.802[-08 -1.633[-07 4.081E-08 -4. 898E+00 
10 3.666[-07 -2. 982E-07 7. 454E-08 -8. 945E+00 
11 -1.191E-08 8.802E .... 07 -2.201E-07 2.841[+01 
12 2.941E-08 -8.390[-08 2.098E-08 -2.517E+00 
13 -1.8S2E-08 -9.902[-013 2.476E-06 -2.971E+02 
14 -3. 528E-05 3. 434E-05 -8.58SE-06 1.030E+03 
15 1.289[-04 3. 957E-05 -9. 892E-06 1. 187E+03 
IS 4. 115E-04 -1.934E-04 4.835E-05 -5.802E+03 
17 1.28SE-04 3.957£-05 -9.8S2E-OS 1. 187E+03 
18 -3. 52GE-OS 3. 434E-05 -8. 58SE-OS 1.030E+03 
19 -i.SS2E-OS -S.902E-06 2. 476E-08 -2.971E+02 
20 2.941E-08 -8. 370E-08 2.092E-08 -2.511E+00 
21 -1.191E-OS 8. 798E-07 -2. 199E-07 2.63SE+01 
22 3. 688E-07 -2. 978E-07 7. 446E-08 -8. 935E+00 
23 -2.803E-08 -1.829E-07 4.073E-08 -4. 888E+OO 
24 -7.707E-08 3.088E-07 -7.721E-08 9.285E+00 
25 2.321E-08 -3. 940E-08 9.850E-09 -1.182E+00 
26 2. 164E-06 -1.112[-07 2. 77SE-OS -3.335E+00 
27 1.003E-OS -1.050E-07 2.624E-08 -3. 149E+00 
28 4.071E-OS -5. 328E-OB 1.332E-08 -1.599E+00 
29 1.896E-OS -2.1S2E-08 5.406E-09 -6. 487E-Ol 
30 1. 138E-09 -9.681E-09 2.420E-09 -2.904E-Ol 
31 2.507E-18 -3. 823E-08 9.558E-09 -1. 147E+00 
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O.08DXO.5WX15L COMPo CANTILEVER WITH Q2=100 IN/SEC .• 
TIME ELAPSED(MSEC) 90.000 
FORCE(LB) 2. 785E+OO 
MASS DISPLACEMENT(IN) 7. 288E-03 
MASS UELOCITV(IN/SEC) S.770E+Ol 
MASS ACCEL.(IN/SEC2) -5.805E+04 
INDENTATION( IN) 3.2S4E-04 
NODE DISP STRAIN-XX STRAIN-VV STRESS-XX 
1 3.708[-05 -2. 198E-08 5. 49SE-09 -S.595E-Ol 
2 -3.087E-05 2. 453E-05 -S.132E-OS 7. 358E+02 
3 2.007E-05 -1.937E-OS 4. 844E-07, -5.B12E+Ol 
4 5.413E-05 -3. 431E-05 8.577E-OS . -1.029E+03 
5 -7.SSSIE-05 I.S02E-OS -4.004E-OS 4.B05E+02 
S -1. 1371E-04 5.4S7E-05 -1.3S7E-05 1.S40E+03 
7 1.3SSIE-04 -3. 582E-OS 8. 954E-07 -1.074E+02 
8 3. 4341E-04 -9.S9SE-05 2. 424E-05 -2.909E+03 
9 5. 4871E-OS -7. 98SE-OS 1.99SE-OS -2. 39SE+03 
10 -7.572[-04 S.927E-05 -1.732E-05 2.078E+03 
11 -1.100E-03 1. 993E-04 -4. 982E-05 5. 978E+03 
12 -2.SS4E-04 1.998E-04 -4. 995E-05 S.994E+03 
13 1.7481E-03 7.S19E-OS -1.880E-OS 2.2SSE+03 
14 4.217E-03 -8.072E-OS 2.018E-OS -2. 422E+03 
15 S.2021E-03 -1.999E-04 4. 998E-OS -5. 998E+03 
IS S.9S91E,..03 -2.S14E-04 S.S3SE-05 -7.B43E+03 
17 S.2021E-03 -1. 999E-04 4. 998E-05 -5. 998E+03 
18 4. 2171E-03 -8.072E-05 2.018E-OS -2. 422E+03 
19 1.7481E-03 7.519E-OS -1.880E-OS 2.2SSE+03 
20 -2.SS4E-04 1.998E-04 -4. 995E-OS S.994E+03 
21 -1.1001E-03 1.993E-04 -4. 982E-OS S.978E+03 
22 -7. 5721E-04 S.927E-05 -1.732E-05 2.078E+03 
23 5. 4871E-OS -7. 98SE-OS 1.997E-OS -2. 39SE+03 
24 3. 4341E-04 -9.S9SE-05 2. 424E-05 -2.909E+03 
25 1.3S51E-04 -3. 579E-OS 8. 949E-07 -1.074E+02 
2S -1. 1371E-04 S.4S7E-OS -1.3S7E-05 1.S40E+03 
27 -7.S541E-05 l.S03E-05 -4.007E-OS 4.808E+02 
28 5. 4251E-05 -3. 428E-OS 8.S71E-OS -1.029E+03 
29 2.033E-OS -2.1SSE-OS S.389E-07 -S.4S7E+Ol 
30 -3.311E-OS 2. 110E-OS -5. 27SE-OS S.330E+02 
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Fig. A-2 Response of a cantilever steel beam 
(0.5"W x 0.08 11 0 x 15 11 L) subjected to 
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Fig. A-3 Displacement profiles at various times after impact of 
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0.0 20.0 IJO.O flO 0 TIMEl)l§EC) 80.0 100.0 U!O.O 
Fig. A-4 Response of a cantilever graphite/epoxy beam 
(0.5"W x 0.08"0 x l5"L) subjected to impact 
of a steel ball at 100 in./sec. 
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COMPOS ITE BEAM 
0.08" x 0.05" x 15" 
t 
• 




Listing of Program 
PROGRAM MAIN (INPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT.TAPE11.TA A 2 
IPES) A 3 
C A 4 
C CONTROL MAIN PROGRAM A 5 
C A 6 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7),NP.NE,NB,NDF.NCN,NLD.NMAT.NSZF.LI,NT4,NDIN A 7 
1.MATP.NPROB A S 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT,DDT.TAU,KCON.KCNT A 9 
COMMON /DISP/ Q1.Q2.Q3.QI0,Q20,Q30 A 10 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB.WB.PB.NQ,nll A 11 
COMMON /SPHERE/ STF,R,CABU(10).QKONST(10) A 12 
COMMON /PLASTIC/ DISPEM.NDISPEM.FORSPM.DISPM.QP A 13 
COMMON CORD(lOO.2).NOP(200.4),IMAT(200),ORT(25,5).NBC(25).NFIX(25) A 14 
I,Rl(200),R2(200).R3(200),RI0(200).R20(200).R30(200),FORS(200),SM(2 A 15 
200.15).SK(200.15),ISP(200,15).SMPEM(200,15).ESTIF(12.12),EMASS(12. A 16 
312).NFIXK(25) A 17 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3.3.25),ABDC6.6).TH(25),ZK(25),MLAYER A 18 
COMMON /PLOT/ NN,TT(25).FF(25),W(25).U(25) A 18 
C A 20 
C INITIALIZE TAPE NO. A 21 
C AND NUMBER OF CORNER NODE MAX. A 22 
C A 23 
NT4=11 A 24 
NCN=2 A 25 
NN=l A 26 
C A 27 
C PROBLEM IDENT! FI CATI ON A 28 
C A 29 
CALL. PLOTS A 30 
101 READ (5.10S) NPROB.CTITLECI).I=I.7) A 31 
IF (NPROB.EQ.O) GO TO 105 A 32 
DO 102 KG=1,200 A 33 
RIO(KG)=O. A 34 
R20CKG)=0. A 35 
R30CKC)=O. A 36 
102 R3CKG)=0. A 37 
C A 38 
C READ INPUT GEOMETRY AND PROPERTIES A 39 
C A 40 
CALL GDATA A 41 
NDISPEM=O A 42 
T=O. A 43 
TAU=2. A 44 
KCON=O A 45 
DDT=DT*DT A 46 
C A 47 
C LOOP ON NO OF PROBLEMS Fl 48 
C A 48 
REWIND NT4 A 50 
NSZF=NP*NDF A 51 
CALL FORMK A 52 
CALL FORMM A 53 
DO 103 LI=l.NLD A 54 
KCNT=! A 55 
C Ii 56 
C READ LOADS A 57 
C Ii 58 
CALL LOAD A 59 
C Ii 60 
C FORM THEN SOLUE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS A 61 
C A 62 
CALL HMTQ A 83 
CALL. SOLUE A 64 
CALL INTEGTN A 65 
C A 68 
C ITERATION 2 A 67 
C A 88 
KeNT=2 A 69 
CALL L.OAD A 70 
CALL HMTQ A 71 
85 
CALL SOLUE A 72 
CALL INTEGTN A 73 
T=T+DT A 74 
IF (T.GT.IOO.E-S) GO TO. 104 A 75 
IF (LI.EQ.10000) GO TO 104 ' A 7S 
103 CONTINUE A 77 
104 WRITE (6,10B) A 78 
WRITE (S,107) «TTCI),FFCI),WCI),UCI)),I=l,NN) A 79 
WRITE (8,107) «TT(I).FFCI),WCI),U(I)).I=l,NN) A 80 
CALL FACTOR (0.8) A 81 
CALL PLOT (0.0,2.0,3) A 82 
CALL SCALE (TT,B.0,21,1) A 83 
CALL SCALE (FF,9.0.21,1) A 84 
CALL SCALES (9.0,W.21,1,U.21,1) A 85 
C A 8S 
C W(22)=U(22)=TT(22)=FF(22)=0.0 A 87 
C TT(23)=20. A 88 
C FF(23)=20. A 89 
C W(23)=U(23)=0.001 A 90 
C A 91 
CALL AXIS (O.O,O.O,lOHTIME( SEC),-10.6.0,O.O,TT(22),TTC23hO) A 82 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,9HFORC8lLB),S.9.0.S0.0,FF(22),FFC23),-I) A 93 
CALL AXIS (S.0,0.0.14HDISP(0.001 IN),14,9.0,90.U.W(22).W(23),-1) A 94 
CALL LINE (TT,FF,21,1,1,3) A 95 
CALL DSHLINE (TT,W,21,0.1.0.1.1) A 9S 
CALL DSHLINE (TT,U,21,0.05,0.05,1) A 97 
CALL PLOT (8.0,9.0,3) A 98 
CALL PLOT (0.0.9.0,2) A 99 
CALL SYMBOL (1.0,9.3.0.1,TITLE,0.0,70) A 100 
CALL SYMBOL (3.5.8.5.0.1,17HBALL DIA.=1/2 11'1.,0,,0,17) A 101 
GO TO 101 A 102 
105 CALL PLOT (0.0,999) A 103 
STOP A 104 
C A 105 
lOS FORMAT (lHl. 4X. 10HTIMECMSEC), SX, 9HFORCECLB). 2X. 13HBALL DISP(!N). 2X A 108 
1.13HBEAM DISP(IN» A 107 
107 FORMAT (4[15.3) A 108 
108 FORMAT (I2,7AI0) A 109 
C A 110 
END A 111 
SUBROUTINE GDATA B 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7).NP.NE.NB.NDF.NCN.NLD.NMAT.NSZF,LI,NT4.NDIN B 3 
1.. MATP.NPROB B 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT.DDT.TAU.KCON,KCNT B 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql.Q2.Q3.Q10.Q20,Q30 B 8 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB. WB, PB. NQ,D11 B 7 
COMMON /SPHERE/ STF,R.CABU(10),QKONST(10) B 8 
COMMON /PLASTIC/ DISPEM.NDISPEM.FORSPM,DISPM.QP B 9 
COMMON CORD(100.2).NOP(200.4),IMAT(200).ORT(25.5).NBC(25),NFIX(25) B 10 
1.Rl(200),R2(200).R3(200).R10(200).R20(200),R30(200),FORS(200),SM(2 B 11 
200.15).SK(200.15).ISP(200.15),SMPEM(200.15),ESTIF(12.12),EMASS(12, B 12 
::112), NFIXK (25) B 13 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3.25).~BD(8.S).TH(25).ZK(25),MLAYER B 14 
COMMON /PLOT/ NN,TT(25),FF(25),W(25),U(25) B 15 
C B 16 
C READ AND PRINT TITLE AND CONTROL B 17 
C B 18 
WRITE (S,118) NPROB.(TITLE(I),I=1,7) B 19 
WRITE (8.118) NPROB.CTITLE(I).I=1,7) B 20 
READ (5.108) NP,NE.NB.NTM.NMAT,NDIN.MATP,I'IDC.I1 B 21 
NDF=3 B 22 
NLD=NDIN*NTM B 23 
FLD=FLOATCNLD)/10. E 24 
FDIN=FLOATCNDIN)/10. B 25 
READ C5,113) TB.WB.R.NQ,Q2,DT B 28 
WRITE CS.107) NP,NE,NB,NLD,NDF,NMAT B 27 
NLD=NLD+l B 28 
C B 29 
C READ AND PRINT MATERIAL DATA B 30 





















READ (5~112) (L,(ORT(L,I),I=1.5).N=1,NMAT) 
PB=ORTCNMAT.5) 
WRITE (6.122) TB.WB.PB.R,NQ,Q2,DT 
NQ=(NQ-l)*3+1 
WRITE (6. 121) 
WRITE (6.115) (N,CORT(N.I).I=1,5),N=1,NMAT) 
READ INDENTATION DATA 
READ (5,111) STF.DISPEM,QP 
WRITE (8.123) DISPEM 
IF (DISPEM.NE.O.O) WRITE (6.124) QP 
READ NODAL POINT DATA 
AND 
READ ELEMENT DATA 
DO 102 I=l.NDC 

















READ BOUNDARY DATA 
READ (5,110) (NBC(I).NFIX(I),I=l.NB) 





IF (Il.NE.O) GO TO 103 
PRINT INPUT DATA 
WRITE (6.117) 
WRITE (8,108) CN.eCORDCN.M),M=1.2).N=1.NP) 
WRITE (8.118) 
WRITE (6.10S) (N. (NOPCN,M).M=1.4), IMATCN),N=l,NE) 
WRITE e 6. 119) 
WRITE (6.110) (NBCCI).NFIX(I).I=l,NB) 
WRITE (6.120) FDIN.FLD 
103 CONTI NUE 





DO 105 IJ=1.25 
105 NFIXK(IJ)=NFIXCIJ) 
RETURN 
106 FORMAT (SI5) 
107 FORMAT (13HONODAL POINTS.9X.I5/1X.8HELEMENTS. 13X. I5/1X,19HBOUNDARY 









































































108 FORMAT (I10,2F1:0.3) B' 102 
109 FORMAT (SIS) B 103 
110 FORMAT (215) B 104 
111 FORMAT (EI0.3,c!FlO.0) BIOS 
112 FORMAT CIS,SF10.0) BIOS 
113 FORMAT (3F"l0.01'1S.2F"l0.0) B 107 
114 F'ORMAT C2IS,2F1.'O.0. IS) B 108 
115 ,FORMAT <I5,7X,3!(F"lO.1.4XHFS.3,7X,F'B .• 'S//) , B 109 
11S FORMAT (lHl,I2,,7A10) B 110 
117 FORMAT (l4HO NODAL POINTS/l7X.IHX,lOXtlHV) B 111 
118 FORMAT (lOHO ELEMENTS/9X.1HI,4X,lHJ,4X.1HK,8X,3HMAT> B 112 
119 FORMAT C21HO BOUNDARV CONDITIONS) B 113 
120 FORMAT (lSHOPRINTING SCHEMEI'5X,22Hl. REPORT OUTPUT EUERV, FoS.2, 2)(, 4 B 114 
IH1MSEC/SX,22H2. TERMINATE OUTPUT AT,FS.2,2X,4HMSEC) B 115 
121 FORMAT CIHO,20H MATERIAL PROPERTIESI'IX,8HMAT. NO;,7X,2HE1.12X,2HE2 B lIS 
1,11X,3HG12,10X,3HU12,10X,3HRHOI') B 117 
122 FORMAT (lSHOBEAM THICKNESS.11X.FS.31'IX,lOHBEAM WIDTH.1SX.FS.3/1X.1 B 118 
14HSPHERE DENSnVtl2X,F8.Sl'lX,13HSPHERE RADIUS,li2X,FS.3//1X,l1HIMPA B 119 
2CT NODEtl4X.I21'1Xtl5HIMPACT UELOCITV.10X, FS.1I'1,x, 39HINTEGRATION T B 120 
3IME INCREMENT< X E-OS SEC), EI0 .·3) B 121 
123 FORMAT (//.1X. 21HPERMANENT DEFORMATION.9X,F8.S) B 122 
124 FORMAT C/,lX, 15HUNLOADING POWER,lSX,FS.3) B 123 
C B 124 
END B 125 
SUBROUTINE ESTIFM CN) C 2 
REAL IB,LB C 3 
COMMON /CONTR/ 'TITLE(7),NP,NE,NB,NDF;NCN,NILD,NMAT,NSZF,LHNT4,NDIN C 4 
1,MATP,NPROB C 5 
COMMON /TIME/ l',DT,DDT,TAU,KCON,KCNT C 1) 
COMMON /DISPI' 01,02,03,010,020,Q30 C 7 
COMMON /DIMB/ TE, WE, PB, NQ,:D11 C 8 
COMMON CORDC100.2),NOP(200.,4),IMAT<2DO),ORTC25,S),NBCC2ShNFIX(2S) C 9 
1. Rl (200), R2(200), R3(200), RI0(200), R20(200hRJO(1200), FORS(200)'SM(2 C 10 
200.15), SK(200,15h ISPC200. IS), SMPEM(200,IS), EStIFC12,12"EMASSCl2. C 11 
312),NFIXK(25) C 12 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3;25)~tABD(S,S)'TH(25)';ZK(2S)'MLAVER C 13 
IB=WB*TB**3/12. C 14 
LB=CORDCN+l,l)-CORDCN.1) C IS 
SQLB=LB*LB C IS 
TPLB=LB*LB*LB C 17 
IMN=IMATCN) C 18 
PARAl=ORT<IMN.1)*IB/70. C 19 
IF (MATP.EQ.l) ,PARAl=ABDC4.4)/70. C 20 
ESTIFCl.1)=1200./TPLB*PARAl C 21 
ESTIF Cl ,2) =600 .i/SQLB*PARAl, C 22 
EST~F(1,3)=30./LB*PARAl C 23 
ESTIF( 1,4)=-1200./TPLB*PARAl C 24 
ESTIFCl,S)=600.i/SQLB*PARAl C 25 
ESTIFCl,S)=-30.,AB*PARAI C 26 
ESTIFC2, l)=ESTIF(1,2) C 27 
ESTI F (2,2) =384 .,AB*PARAI C 28 
ESTIF(2,3)=22.*PARAI C 29 
ESTIF(2,4)=-600./SQLB*PARAl C 30 
ESTIF(2, S)=216.,AB*PARAl C 31 
ESTIF(2,S)=-8.*PARAI C 32 
ESTIF(3.l)=ESTIFCl,3) C 33 
ESTIF(3,2)=ESTIFC2.3) C 34 
ESTIF(3,3)=6.*LB*PARA1 C 35 
ESTIF(3,4)=-30.:/LB*PARA1 C 3S 
ESTIF(3.5)=8.*PARAl C 37 
ESTIF(3,S)=LB*PARAl C 38 
ESTIF(4.1>=ESTIF'Cl.4) C 39 
ESTIF(4. 2)=ESTlF(2. 4) C 40 
ESTIF(4, 3)=ESTIFC3, 4) C 41 
ESTIF(4,4)=1200./TPLB*PARAl C 42 
ESTIF(4,S)=-600./SQLB*PARAl C 43 
ESTIF(4,S)=30./LB*PARAl C 44 
ESTIFCS,1)=ESTIFCl.S) C 4S 
EBTIF(S.2)=ESTIF'(2,S) C 46 
E!HIF(S,3)=ESTIF'(3,S) C 47 
87 
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ESTIFCS.4)=ESTIFC4,S) C 48 
ESTIFCS,S)=384./LB*PARAl C 49 
ESTIFCS.6)=-22.~PARAl C SO 
ESTIF(6,!)=ESTIFC1.6) C S1 
ESTIF(6.2)=ESTIFC2.S) C 52 
ESTIFCS.3)=ESTIFC3.6) C 53 
ESTIFC6.4)=ESTIFC4.6) C 54 
ESTIFCS.5)=ESTIFC5.6) C 55 
ESTIFCG.6)=6.*LB*PARAl C 56 
IF CN,NE.!) GO TO 101 C 57 
WRITE C6.103) C 58 
WRITE C6.102) CCESTIFCI,J).J=l.S),I=l.S) C 59 
101 CONTINUE C SO 
RETURN C 61 
C C 62 
102 FORMAT CIX,6El1.3) C 63 
103 FORMAT CIHO.38H TYPICAL STIFNESS MATRIX OF AN ELEMENT) C 64 
C C 65 
END C 66 
SUBROUTINE EMASSM (N) D 2 
REAL LB D 3 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7).NP.NE.NB,NDF.NCN.NLD.NMAT.NS2F,LI,NT4.NDIN D 4 
1,MATP.NPROB D 5 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT.DDT.TAU,KCON,KCNT D 6 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql,Q2.Q3,QI0.Q20,Q30 D 7 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB.WB.PB.NQ,D11 D 8 
COMMON CORD(100.2).NOPC200,4),IMATC200).ORTC25.5),NBC(2S),NFIXC2S) D 9 
I,Rl(200).R2(200),R3C200).R10C200).R20C200).R30C200),FORS(200),SM(2 D 10 
200,15).SKC200.15).ISP(200.15),SMPEMC200.15).ESTIFCI2,12).EMASSC12. D 11 
312).NFIXKC25) D 12 
COMMON /COMP/ QBRC3,3.25).ABD(S.6),THC25).ZK(25).MLAYER D 13 
LB=CORDCN+l.1)-CORDCN.l) D 14 
AB=TB*WB D 15 
SQLB=LB*LB D 16 
TPLB=LB*LB*LB D 17 
QDLB~LB*LE*LB*LB D 18 
IMN=IMATCN) D 18 
PARA2=ORTCIMN,5)*AB*LB/55440. D 20 
EMASSC1,l)=21720.*PARA2 D 21 
EMASS{1.2)=3732.*LB*PARA2 D 22 
EMASSC1.3)=281.*SQLB*PARA2 D 23 
EMASSC1,4)=SOOO.*PARA2 D 24 
EMASSC1,5)=-1812.*LB*PARA2 D 25 
EMASS(1.6)=181.*SQLB*PARA2 D 26 
EMRSSC2,1)=EMASS(1.2) D 27 
EMASSC2,2)=832.*SQLB*PARA2 D 28 
EMASSC2,3)=68.*TPLB*PARA2 D 28 
EMASS(2.4)=1812.*LB*PARA2 D 30 
EMASSC2.5)=-532.*SQLB*PARA2 D 31 
EMASSC2,6)=52.*TPLB*PARA2 D 32 
EMASS(3,1)=EMASSC1.3) D 33 
EMASS(3.2)=EMASS(2,3) D 34 
EMASSC3.3)=S.*QDLB*PARA2 D 35 
EMASS(3,4)=181.*SQLB*PARA2 D 36 
EMASSC3.5)=-52.*TPLB*PARA2 D 37 
EMASSC3,S)=5.*QDLB*PARA2 D 38 
EMASSC4.1)=EMASSCl.4) D 38 
EMASSC4.2)=EMASS(2.4) D 40 
EMASSC4,3)=EI1ASSC3.4) D 41 
EMASS(4.4)=21720 .• PARA2 D 42 
EMASSC4.5)=-3732.*LB*PARA2 D 43 
EMASSC4,S)=281.*SQLB*PARA2 D 44 
EMASSC5.1)=EMASSC1.5) D 45 
EMASSC5.2)=EMASS(2.5) D 48 
EMASSC5.3)=EMASSC3.5) D 47 
EMASSC5.4)=EMASSC4.5) D 48 
EMASSC5,5)=832.*SQLB*PARA2 D 48 
EMASS(5,S)=-68.*TPLB*PARA2 D 50 
EMASS(S,1)=EMASSC1.6) D 51 
EMASSCS,2)=EMASS(2.S) D 52 
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EMASS(S,3)=EMASS(3,S) D 53 
EMASS(S.4)=EMASS(4.S) D 54 
EMASS(S.5)=EMASS(5,S) D 55 
EMASS(6,S)=S.*QDLB*PARA2 D 56 
IF (N.NE.l) GO TO 101 D 57 
WRITE (G,103) D 58 
WRITE (S.102) «EMASS(I.J).J=l.S),I=l.S) D 58 
101 CONTINUE D 60 
RETURN D 81 
C D S2 
102 FORMAT (lX,6El1.3) D S3 
103 FORMAT (lHO,34H TYPICAL MASS MATRIX OF AN ELEMENT) D 84 
C D 65 
END D S6 
SUBROUTINE FORMM E 2 
C E 3 
C FORMS MASS MATRIX E 4 
C IN UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM E 5 
C E S 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7),NP.NE.NB.NDF,NCN.I'ILD.NMAT,NSZF,LhNT4,NDIN E 7 
1.MATP.NPROB E 8 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT,DDT,TAU.KCON,KCNT E 8 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql.Q2.Q3,QI0.Q20.Q30 E 10 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB.WB.PB.NQ.Dll E 11 
COMMON CORD(100.2).NOP(200.4).IMAT(200).ORT(25.5),NBC(25).NFIX(25) E 12 
I.R1(200).R2(200).R3(200).RI0(200),R20(200),R30(200).FORS(200).SM(2 E 13 
200.15).SK(200,15).ISP(200,15).SMPEM(200,IS),ESTIF(12.12).EMASS(12. E 14 
312),NFIXK(25) E 15 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3,25),ABD(S~6),TH(25).ZK(25).MLAYER E 16 
C E 17 
C SET BANDMAX AND NO. OF [QUAT IONS E 18 
C E 19 
NBAND=8 E 20 
C E 21 
C ZERO MASS MATRIX E 22 
C E 23 
DO 101 N=I,NSZF E 24 
DO 101 M=l,NBAND E 25 
101 SM(N,M)=O. E 26 
C E 27 
C SCAN ELEMENTS E 28 
C E 28 
DO lOS N=l,NE E 30 
CALL EMASSM (N) E 31 
C E 32 
C RETURNS EMASS AS MASS MATRIX E 33 
C E 34 
C STORE EMASS IN SM E 35 
C E 3S 
C FIRST ROWS E 37 
C E 38 
DO 105 JJ=1. NCN E 39 
NRDWB=(NOP(N,JJ)-l)*NDF . E 40 
DO 105 J=l,NDF E 41 
NRDWB=NRDWB+1 E 42 
I = (JJ-l) ·)fNDF +J E 43 
C E 44 
C THEN COLUMNS E 45 
C E 46 
DO 104 KK=1,NCN E 47 
NCOLB:= (NOP (N. KK) -1) *NDF E 48 
DO 10:3 K=l.NDF E 48 
L=(KK-ll*NDF+K E 50 
NCDL=NCOLB+K+I-NROWB E 51 
C E 52 
C SKIP STORING IF BELOW BAND E 53 
C E 54 
IF (NCOL) 103.103.102 E 55 
102 SMCNROWB.NCOL)=SMCNROWB,NCDL)+EMASS(I,L} E 56 
103 CONTINUE E 57 
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104 CONTINUE E 58 
105 CONTINUE E 59 
108 CONTINUE E 80 
C E 61 
C INSERT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS E 62 
C E 63 
DO 112 N=l. NB E 64 
NX=l 0** C NDF-l) E 65 
I=NBCCN) E 66 
NROWB=CI-l)*NDF E 67 
C E 68 
C EXAMINE EACH DEGREE OF'FREEDOM E 89 
C E 70 
DO 111 M= 1, NDF E 71 
NROWB=NROWB+l E 72 
ICON=NFIXCN)/NX E 73 
IF CICON) 110.110.107 E 74 
107 SMCNROWB.U=l. E 75 
DO 109 J=2.NBAND E 76 
SMCNROWB.J)=O. E 77 
NR=NROWB+I-J E 78 
IF (NR) 109,109.108 E 79 
108 SMCNR.J)=O. E 80 
109 CONTINUE E 81 
NFIXCN)=NFIXCN)-NX*ICON E 82 
110 NX=I'lX/10 E 83 
111 CONTINUE E 84 
112 CONTI NUE E 85 
DO 115 N=I.NSZF E 88 
K=O E 8? 
DO 114 M=l.NBAND E 88 
MP=M-K E 89 
IF (ISPCN,M).LT.ISPCN,l» GO TO 113 E 90 
SMCN. MP)=SMCN. MP)+CDDT /S. )*SKCN. M) E 91 
GO TO 114 E 92 
113 K=K+l E 93 
114 CONTINUE E 94 
115 CONTINUE E 95 
DO 116 1=1. NSZF E 96 
DO 116 J= 1, NBAND E 97 
116 SMPEMCI.J)=SMCI.J) E 98 
C E 99 
C WRITE(6,1) (CSM(I.J).J=l.N~AND).I=l,NSZF) E 100 
C 1 FORMATC2X.9EI0.3) E 101 
C E 102 
RETURN E 103 
C E 104 
END E 105 
SUBROUTINE FORMK F 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(?), NP. NE. NB. NDF. NCN. NLD. NMAT, NSZF, LI.,NT4, NDIN F 3 
1.MATP.NPROB F 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT.DDT.TAU.KCON,KCNT F 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Q1,Q2.Q3,QI0.Q20,Q30 F G 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB,WB,PB.NQ,Dll F 7 
COMMON CORDCI00.2).NOPC200,4).IMATC2DO),ORTC25.5),NBC(25),NFIX(25) F 8 
I,Rl(200).R2C200).R3(200).R10(200).R20(200).R30(200).FORS(200),SM(2 F 8 
200,15).SKC200.15).ISPC200.15).SMPEMC200.15).ESTIF(12.12),EMASS(12. F 10 
312),NFIXKC25) F 11 
COMMON /COMP/ QBRC3.3.25).ABD(S.S).TH(25).ZK(25).MLAYER F 12 
C F 13 
C SET MAX. NO. OF TERMS F 14 
C F 15 
NMAX=9 F 16 
NOFF=9 F 17 
C F 18 
C ZERO ARRAYS F 19 
C F 20 
DO 103 N=l.NSZF F 21 
DO 101 M=l.NMAX F 22 
101 SK(N.M)=O. F 23 
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DO 102 M=2,NOFF F 24 
102 ISP(N.M)=O F 25 
103 ISP(N.U=N F 28 
C F 27 
C SCAN ELEMENTS F 28 
C F 28 
DO 110 N=!, NE F 30 
CALL ESTI FM (N) F 31-
C F 32 
C RETURNS ESTIF AS STIFFNESS MATRIX F 33 
C F 34 
C STORE ESTIFIN SK WITH A TERM Iii ISP AS A POINTER F 35 
C F 36 
C F 37 
C FIRST THE ROWS F 38 
C F 39 
1=0 F 40 
DO 109 JJ=l,NCN F 41 
NRoWB=(NOP(N,JJ)-1)*NDF F 42 
DO 109 J=l,NDF F 43 
NRDWB=NROWB+1 F 44 
1=1+1 F 45 
C F 46 
C THEN COLUMNS OF ESTIF F 47 
C F 48 
II=O F 49 
DO J.08 KK=!,NCN F 50 
NColB:::(NOP(N, KK)-l )*NDF F 51 
DO 108 K:::1,NDF F 52 
NColB:::NCOlB+ 1 F 53 
II=II+1 F 54 
C F 55 
C SEARCH ISP FOR COLUMN NO. F 56 
C F 57 
DO 10~j- M=1, NOFF F 58 
IF (ISP(NROWB.M)-NCOlB) 104,107.104· F 59 
104 IF (ISP(NROWB.M)) 108,106,105 F 80 
105 CONTINUE F 81 
C F 62 
C FOUND A BLANK NOW STORE NCOlB F 83 
C F 84 
106 ISP(NRoWB,M)=NColB F 65 
C F 66 
C NOW STORE EST! F F 67 
C F 68 
107 SK(NROWB,M)=ESTIF(!,II)+SK(NRoWB,M) F 88 
C F 70 
C END LOOP ON COLUMNS F 71 
C F 72 
108 CONTINUE F 73 
C F 74 
C END LOOP ON ROWS F 75 
C F 78 
109 CONTINUE F 77 
C F 78 
C END lOOP ON ELEMENTS F 79 
C F 80 
11 0 CONTI NUE F 81 
C F 82 
C INSERT BoUNDRRY CONDITIONS F 83 
C F 84 
no 114 N=l, NB F 85 
NX=10**(NDF--l ) F 88 
I=NBC(N) F 87 
NROWB= ( I -1 ) ifNDF F 88 
C F 89 
C EXAMINE EACH DEGREE OF.FREEDOM F 80 
C F 91 
DO 113 M=1,NDF F 92 
NROWB=NROWB+1 F 93 
ICON=NFIXKCN)/NX 
IF CICON) 112,112.111 
C 











SUBROUTINE LOAD . . . 
COMMON .(CONTR/ TITLEC?). NP. NE. NB. NDF. NCN. NLD. NMAT. NSZF. LI •. NT4. NDIN 
I,MATP, NPROE 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT.DDT,TAU.KCON,KCNT 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql.Q2.Q3,QI0,Q20,Q30 
COMMoN /DIME/ TB.WH.PE.NQ.n!! 
COMMON /SPHERE/ STF.R.CABUCI0),QKONSTCI0) 
COMMON /PLASTIC/ DISPEM,NDISPEM.FORSPM.DISPM,QP 
COMMON CORDCIOO.2).NOP(200.4),IMAT(200),ORTC2S,S),NBC(25),NFIX(25) 
1,Rl(200),R2(200).R3C200).RlO(200).R20C200).R30C200),FORS(200),SM(2 
200.15),SKC200,15),ISPC200.15).SMPEMC200.15).ESTIFC12.12), EMASSC 12. 
312).NFIXI«25) 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3.3.25).ABDC6.6),THC25).ZK(25),MLAYER 





IF CMATP.EQ.l) STF=STFA 
101 PAI=4.*ATAN(1.) 
BALLM=C4./3.)*PAI*(R*·3)*PB 
C SIMPLY SUPPORTED SYMMETRY CST1=0.5 





C IFCNBC(1) .EQ. 1) CST1=0.5 
C 
C Q!=ACCEL. O~ THE MASS 
C Q2=UELO. OF THE MASS 
C Q3=DISP. OF" THE MASS 
C 
C 
IF CLI.GT.l.AND.KCNT.EQ.l) GO TO 102. 
IF (LI.GT.l.AND.KCNT.EQ.2) GO TO 103· Qi=o. Q3=0. 
GO TO 112 
102 QI0==Ql Q20=02 
Q30=Q3. . . . .. Q3=030+0T*Q20+0'.5*Dlrr*Q10 R3CNQ)=R30(NQ)+DT*R20CNQ)+o.s*Ii])T*~iO(NQ) 
DIFDO=030-R30CNQ) 
DIFDISP=Q3-R3(NO) 
C WRITEC6,400) DIFOO.DI~DIS~ 
C 
c 




C WRITE(6~400) DtFDO.OI~DtsP 











































































IF (DIFDISP.LT.O) GO TO 110 G 59 
104 IF CDISPEM.EQ.O.O) GO TO 105 G 80 
IF C CDIFDISP~LT .DIFDO)'AND. CNDISPEM.EQ.O)) GO TO 107 G 81 
IF «DIFDISP.LT.DIFDO)'AND..CNDISPEM.GT.O)) GO TO 108 G 82 
105 DO 108 J=l,NSZF G 63 
lOS FORSCJ)=O. v G 64 
FORSCNQ)=STF*())IFDISP)**1.5*CSTl G 65 Ql=-FORSCNQ)/BALLM/CST1 G 66 
IF (KCNT.EQ.l) GO TO 113 G 67 
IF (KCNT.EQ.2) GO TO 109 G 88 
107 NDISPEM=l G 69 
FORSPM=FORS(NQ) G 70 
DISPM=DIFDO G 71 
WRITE (6.114) DISPEM, DISPM. DIFDISP. FORSPM G 72 
IF (CDIFDISP.LLDISPEM)'OR.(DISPM.LE.DISPEM» GO TO 111 G 73 
108 FORSCNQ)=FORSPM*C(DIFDISP~DISPEM)/CDISPM-DISPEM»**QP*CSTl G 74 
Ol=-FORSCNQ)/BALLM/CSTI G 75 
IF CKCNT.EQ.l) GO TO 113 G 76 
10902=Q20+0. 5*DT*(UO+0. 5*DT*Ql G 77 Q3=Q30+DT*Q20+])DT*Q!D/3.+DDT*QV8. G 78 
GO TO 113 G 79 
110 FORSCNQ)=O. G 80 Ql=O. G 81 
GO TO 109 G 82 
111 lI=10000 G 83 
GO TO 113 G 84 
112 FORSCNQ)=O. G 85 
113 RETURN G 86 
C G 87 
114 FORMAT (///.5X. 7HDISPEM=,EI0.3.5X. 8HDISPM=.EI0.3,5X. 8HDIFDIS G 88 
IP=.E10.3,5X, 7HFORSPM=,EIO.3) G 89 
C G 90 
END G 91 
SUBROUTINE HMTQ H 2 
C H 3 
C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING (F)-(K)(U) H 4 
C H 5 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7), NP, NE. NB, NDF', NCN, NLD. NMAT. NSZF. LI.NT4.NDIN H 6 
1,MATP,NPROB H 7 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT,DDT.TAU,KCON.KCNT H 8 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql.Q2.Q3.Q10.Q20~Q30 H 9 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB,WB.PB.NQ,TIll H 10 
COMMON CORDCIOO,2),NOP(200.4).IMAT(200).ORTC25.5),NBC(25).NFIX(25) H 11 
1.RI(200),R2C200).R3(200),RIO(200),R20(200),R30(200).FORS(200),SM(2 H 12 
200.15),SK(200.15).ISPC200.15).SMPEM(200.15),ESTIFC12.12), EMASSC 12. H 13 
312).NFIXK(25) H 14 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3.25).ABDC6,6).TH~25).ZK(25).MLAYER H 15 
NT=9 H 16 
DO 101 IJ=l.NSZF H 17 
Rl(IJ)=O. H 18 
R2CIJ)=0. H 19 
101 R3CIJ)=0. H 20 
C H 21 
C H 22 
DO 105 N=I.NSZF H 23 
FX=FORSCN) H 24 
DO 102 M=l,NT H 25 
L=ISPCN,M) H 26 
102 FX=FX-SKCN.M)*(R30CL)+DT*R20(l)+CDDT/3.,*RlOCl» H 27 
IF (SK(N,l») 104.103,104 H 28 
103 FX=O. H 29 
104 Rl(N)=FX H 30 
105 CONTINUE H 31 
RETURN H 32 
C H 33 
END H 34 
SUBROUTINE SOLUE I 2 
C I 3 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS I 4 
C I 5 
94 
COMMON I'CONTRI' 'TITLE(7),NP, NE,NB,NDF'NCN,NLD, NMAT, NSZF,LI,NT4. NDIN I 6 
1.MATP.NPROB I 7 
COMMON /TIMEI' T,DT,DDT.TAU,KCON.KCNT I 8 
COMMON /DlSPI' Ql.Q2.Q3.Q10,Q2O.Q30 I 8 
COMMON I'DIMBI' TB.WB,PB,NQ.Dl1 I 10 
COMMON CORDCI00.2).NOPC200,4).IMATC200).ORT(25,S).NBC(2S),NFIX(2S) I 11 
1.R1(200).R2(200).R3C200).RIO(200).R20(200),R30C200).FORS(200),SMC2 I 12 
200,15).SK(200.1S).ISPC200.15).SMPEMC200,15).ESTIFC12.12),EMASS(12. I 13 
312). NFIXK (25) 1 14 
COMMON /COMPI' QBRC3.3,25).ABDC8,S).THC25),ZK(2S).MLAYER I 15 
NBAND=9 I 16 
DO 101 I=l,NSZF I 17 
DO 101 J=l.NBAND I 18 
101 SMCI.J)=SMPEMCI.J) I 18 
C I 20 
C REDUCE MATRIX I 21 
C I 22 
DO 106 N=1.NS2F I 23 
I=N I 24 
DO 105 L=2.NBAND I 25 
I=I+1 I 28 
IF CSMCN,L)) 102.105.102 I 27 
102 C=SMCN.L)/SMCN.l) I 28 
J=O I 29 
DO 104 K==L.NBAND ! 30 
J=J+1 I 31 
IF CSMCN,K)) 103il04.103 I 32 
103 SMCI.J)=SMCI.J)-C*SMCN,K) I 33 
104 CONTINUE I ' 34 
SMCN.U=C I 35 
C I 36 
C AND LOAD UECTOR I 37 
C FOR EACH EQUATION I 38 
C I 39 
RICI)=R1CI)-C*RICN) I 40 
lOS CONTINUE I 41 
108 R1CN)=RICN)/SMCN.1) I 42 
C I 43 
C BACK-SUBSTITUTION I 44 
C I 45 
N=NSZF I 48 
107 N=N-l I 47 
IF (N) 111.111.108 I 48 
108 L=N I 49 
DO 110 K=2. NBAND I 50 
L=L+1 I 51 
IF CSMCN.K)) 109,110.109 I 52 
109 RICN)=RICN)-SMCN.K)*RICL) I 53 
110 CONTINUE I 54 ,-"\ 
GO TO 107 I 55 
111 RETURN I 58 
C I 57 
END I 58 
SUBROUTINE INTEGTN J 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLEC?), NP. NE, NB? NDF, NCN, NLD, NMAT, NSZF, LI,.NT4, NDIN J 3 
l,MATP.NPROB J 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T.DT.DDT.TAU.KCON.KCNT J 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql.Q2.Q3.Ql0.Q20.Q30 J 6 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB.WB.PB,NQ.n11 J 7 
COMMON CORDC100.2).NOPC200.4).IMATC200),ORTC25.5).NBC(25),NFIX(25) J 8 
1.RIC200),R2C200).R3(200).RIOC200).R20C200),R30C200).FORS(200),SMC2 J 8 
200,15).SKC200.15),ISP(200,15).SMPEMC200.15),ESTIFC12,12),EMASSC12. J 10 
3l2),NFIXKC25) J 11 
COMMON /COMP/ QBRC3.3.25).ABDC8.8).THC25).ZK(25).MLAYER J 12 
COMMON /PLOT/ NN.TT(25).FFC25).W(25),U(25) J 13 
C J 14 
C R1=ACCEL. OF BEAM J 15 
C R2=UELO. OF BEAM J 18 
C R3=DISPL. OF BEAM J 17 
C J 18 
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DO 101 IJ=I.NS2F J 19 
R2(IJ)=R20(IJ)+0.5*DT*RIO(IJ)+0.5*DT*Rl(IJ) J 20 
R3( IJ)=R30( IJ)+DT*R20( IJ)+(DDT /3. )*RIO( IJ)+CDDT/S. )*Rl (IJ) J 21 
101 CONTINUE J 22 
IF (KCNT.EQ.l) GO TO 107 J 23 
DO 102 IK=l,NP J 24 
IK4= OK -1) *:3+ 1 J 25 
R30(IK)=R3(IK4) J 28 
102 CONTINUE J 27 
IF «LI/I0000).EQ.l) GO TO 103 J 28 
C J 29 
C PRINT CONTR(JL J 30 
C J 31 
NTON=(LI-l)/NDIN J 32 
IF (NTON.NE.KCON) GO TO 105 J 33 
103 CONTINUE J 34 
C J 35 
C SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM CST2=2. J 36 
C CANTILEUER CST2=1. J 37 
C J 38 
C8T2=1. J 39 
C J 40 
C IFCNBC(1).EQ.l)CST2=2. J 41 
C J 42 
F=CST2*FORSCNQ) J 43 
f~PHA=Q3-R30 (NQ ) J 44 
FF(NN)=F J 45 
I~(NN) =Q3* 1000. J 46 
U(NN)=R30(NQ)*1000. J 47 
WRITE (6.108) CTITLE(I),I=!,7) J 48 
H=T*1.E6 J 49 
THNN)=T1 J 50 
1'11'1=1'11'1+1 J 51 
WRITE (6.10S) Tl,F,Q3,Q2,Ql,APHA J 52 
])0 104 IK=l,NP J 53 
IK3=IK*3 J 54 
STXX=R3(IK3)*TB/2. J 55 
SIGX=ORT(l,l)*STXX J 58 
STYY=-ORTCl,4)*STXX J 57 
WRITE (6,110) IK,R30(IKJ,STXX,STYY,SIGX J 58 
104 CONTINUE J 58 
KCON=KCON+l J 60 
lOS CONTINUE J 61 
DO 106 IJ=l,NSZF J 62 
RI0(IJ)=Rl(IJ) J 63 
R20( IJ)=R2CIJ) J 64 
106 R30(IJ)=R3(IJ) J 65 
107 I~ETURN J 68 
C J 67 
108 FORMAT CIHl,7A10///) J 68 
lOS FORMAT (lOX. 18HTIME ELAPSEDCMSEC) .13X, F70 3/10X, 9HFORCE(LB), 21X, Ell J 6S 
1.3/10X.21HMASS DISPLACEMENTCIN),9X,El1.3/1DX,21HMASS UELOCITYCIN/S J 70 
2EC),9X,El1.3/10X,20HMASS ACCEL.(IN/SEC2),lDX.El1.3/10X.15HINDENTAT J 71 
3ION( IN). 15X, Ell. 3///10X. 4HNODE. SX, 4HDISP, 1:3X, SHSTRAIN-XX. 9X. 9HSTRA J 72 
4IN-YY,9X,SHSTRESS-XX/) J 73 
110 FORMAT (9X,I3,7X.E12.3,7X,E12.3.7X,EI2.3,7X,E12.3) J 74 
C J 75 
END J 76 
SUBROUTINE CMP)) K 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(7),NP,NE,NB,NDF.NCN,NLD.NMAT.NSZF,LI,NT4.NDIN K 3 
1,MATP.NPROB K 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT,DDT,TAU,KCON,KCNT K 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql,Q2,Q3.QlO.Q20,Q30 K 6 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB,WB.PB,NQ.Dll K 7 
COMMON CORD(100.2),NOP(200,4).IMAT(200),ORT(25.5).NBC(25),NFIX(25) K 8 
l,Rl(200).R2(200),R3C200).R10(200).R20(200).R30(200).FORS(200).SM(2 K S 
200.15),SK(200.15),ISP(200.15).SMPEM(200.15l.ESTIF(12.12).EMASSC12, K 10 
3J.2).NFIXK(25) K 11 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3.25).ABD(6.6).TH(25).ZKC25).MLAYER K 12 
DIMENSION Q(3.3). TK(25) K 13 
96 
DO 102 J=1.3 K 14 
DO 102 K=1.3 K 15 
ABDeJ+3,K+3)=0.0 K 16 
ABDeJ+3.K)=ABDeJ+3,K+3) K 17 
ABDeJ.K+3)=ABDeJ+3.K) K 18 
ABDeJ.K)=ABD(J.K+3) K 19 
DO 101 1=1.25 K 20 QBR(J,K.1)=O. K 21 
101 CONTINUE K 22 
102 CONTINUE K 23 
READ (5.108) MLAYER K 24 
M=MLAYER K 25 
READ (5.109) CL.THCL),TKCL),1=1.M) K 26 
TTK=O.O K 27 
ZK( 1)=TTK K 28 
DO 103 I=l.M K 29 
TTK=TTK+TKCI) K 30 
ZKCI+l)=TKC1)+ZKCI) K 31 
103 CONTINUE K 32 
MM=M+l K 33 
DO 104 I=l.MM K 34 
ZK(1)=ZKCI)-TTK/2. K 35 
104 CONTINUE K 36 
DEL=4.*ATANC1.)/180. K 37 
DEN=1.-ORT(1,2)*ORT(1.4)**2/0RTC1,1) K 38 QC1.1)=ORTC1.1)/DEN K 39 
Qe2,2)=ORTC1.2)/DEN K 40 QC2,!)=ORT(1.4)*Q(2,2) K 41 Q( 1.2)=Q(2. 1) K 42 Q(3, 3)=ORTC 1. 3) K 43 Qe3,2)=0.0 K 44 
0(3,1)=Q(3.2) K 45 c \ 
0(2. 3)=Q(3. 1) K 46 Q(I.3)=Q(2.3) K 47 
DO 105 I=l.M K 48 
ANGL=THCI)*DEL K 49 
C=COSCANGL) K 50 
W=SINCANGL) K 51 QBR( 1.1. I )=Q( 1, '1)*C·!«I)(-4+2.*(Q( 1. 2)+2.*Q(3, 3) )*(C*W)**2+Q(2,2)*W* K 52 
1 *4 K 53 QBR(2.1.I)=(Q(1.1)+Q(2,2)-4.*Q(3,3»*(C*W)**2+Qel.2)*(W**4+C**4 K 54 
1 ) K 55 QBR(1,2.I)=QBR(2.1.I) K 56 QBR (2.2. I )=Q (1, 1 )*·W**4+2. *( Q (1,2)+2. *.Q (3,3) )*(C*I .. J)**2+Q (2,2 )*C* K 57 
1 *4 K 58 QBRC3.1.!)=(QC1,l)-Q(!.2)-2.*QC3,3»*W*C**3+CQ(1,2)-Q(2.2)+(2.) K 59 
1 *QC3,3»*eW)*CC**3) K 60 QBR{1.3.I)=QBR(3.1,I) K 61 
QBRC3,2.I)=CQ(1.1)~QC1,2)-2.*Q(3,3»)*W**3*C+(Q(1,2)-Q(2,2)+2.*Q K 62 
1 C3.3)*W*C**3 K 63 QBRe2,3.I)=QBRC3.2.I) K 64 QBR(3,3.I)=(Q(1,1)+QC2,2)-2.*Q(1.2)-2.*Q(3.3»*(W*C)**2+Q(3.3)* K 65 
1 CW**4+C**4) K 66 
C K 67 
C WRITE(6.500) I • TH ( I ) , TI< C I ) K 68 
C WRITEe6.510) K 69 
C WRI TE (,6·.520 ) «QBR(J. K. I)·, K=1. 3), J=l., 3) K 70 
C K 71 
105 CONTI NUE K 72 
DO 107 J=1.3 K 73 
DO 107 K=1.3 K 74 
DO lOS I=l,M K 75 
~BDCJ.K)=ABD(j.K)+QBR(J.K,I)*(ZKCI+l)-ZK(l)) K 76 
ABDeJ,K+3)=ABDCJ+3.K)+QBRCJ.K,I)*eZKCI+l)**2-ZKCI)**2)/2. K 77 
ABD (J+3 ,:K ) =AJ;lDC j, K +3) K 78 
ABD(J+3.K+3)=ABDeJ+3. K+3)+QBRCJ, K. I )*CZK( 1+1 )**3-ZK( I )**3)/3 K 79 
1 . K 80 
, ", 
lOG CONTINUE K 81 
107 CONTINUE K 82 
WRITE <8.110) K 83 
97 
WRITE (S,111) «ABD(I,J),J=l,S),I=l,S) K 84 
C K 85 
C ~500 FORMATe2X, *LAYER=*, 12,5X, *ANGLE=*, F5. 2p 5X, *THICKNESS=*. F7 .3) K 86 
C ~51 0 FORMATe 2X, *QBAR-MATRIX*) K 87 
C ~520 FORMATe 5X, 3E 12.3/) K 88 
C K 89 
RETURN K 90 
C K 91 
108 FORMAT (I5) K 92 
109 FORMAT CI5.F5.0,FlO.O) K 93 
110 FORMAT (///, lX, 10HABD MATRIX) K 94 
111 FORMAT (1X,6EIL3) K 95 
C K 96 




A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATING THE CONTACT FORCE HISTORY BY USING THE 
EQUIVALENT MASS MODEL 
This program has been written for simply-supported beams only. 
Cantilever beams and simply-supported plates will be added in the 
near future. 
This program will be a subprogram in a large finite element 
program capable of analyzing impact responses of beams and plates. 
This subprogram will be used to provide an estimate of the contact 
time so that one may select a proper time increment for the finite 
difference used in the program. For this reason, the input cards 
for this subprogram were written to be identical to that for the 
program presented in Appendix A. 
99 
Listing of Program 
PROGRAM MAIN eINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPES=OUTPUT) A 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(lO),NP.NE,NB.NDF.NCN,NLD,NMAT,NSZF,LI,NT4,ND+ A 3 
IN,MATP,NPROB A 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT,DDT,TAU.KCON,KCNT A 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql,Q2,Q3,Q10.Q20,Q30 A S 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB,WB.PB,NQ,Dll A 7 
COMMON /SPHERE/ STF,R.CABU(10),QKONST(10) A 8 
COMMON CORD(100,2).NOP(200.4),IMAT(200),ORT(25,5),NBCC25).NFIX(25) A 9 
I.Rl(200),R2(200).R3C200),RlOe200),R20C200),R30e200),FORS(200),SM(2 A 10 
200.15),SK(200.15).ISP(200.15),SMPEMC200,15),ESTIF(12.12).EMASSeI2. A 11 
312),NFIXKe25) A 12 
COMMON /COMP/ QBR(3,3.25),ABDeS.S).TH(25),ZKC25),MLAYER A 13 
COMMON Xl.X2,NDl.ND2 A 14 
REAL IB A 15 
C A IS 
C READ AND PRINT TITLE AND CONTROL A 17 
C A 18 
101 READ e5.117) NPROB,eTITLEeI),I=1,10) A 19 
IF eNPROB.EQ.O). GO TO 107 A 20 
WRITE (S,118) NPROB.CTITLECI).I=1.10) A 21 
READ (5.108) NP,NE,NB.NTM,NMAT,NDIN,MATP,NDC.Il A 22 
NDF=3 A 23 
NlD=NDIN*NTM A 24 
FLD=FLOATCNLD)/10. A 25 
FDIN=FLOATCNDIN)/10. A 2S 
READ (5.114) TB.WB.R.NQ.Q2~DT A 27 
WRITE eS.109) NP.NE.NB,NlD,NDF.NMAT A 28 
NLD=NLD+1 A 29 
C A 30 
C READ AND PRINT MATERIAL DATA A 31 
C SPHERE DATA: L=NMAT eLAST MAT. CARD) A 32 
C A 33 
READ (5.113) eL, eORTel. 1).1=1.5).1'1=1. NMAT) A 34 
PB=ORTeNMAT.5) A 35 
WRITE (8,123) TB.WB.PB.R.NQ.Q2.DT A 36 
WRITE C8.122) A 37 
WRITE C6,118) (N.CORTeN.I).I=1,5),N=1.NMAT) A 38 
C A 39 
C READ INDENTATION CARD A 40 
C A 41 
READ e5.112) STF A 42 
C· A 43 
C READ NODAL POINT DATA A 44 
C AND. A 45 
C READ ELEMENT DATA A 4S 
C A 47 
DO 103 I=l.NDC A 48 
READ C5.115) ND1,ND2,Xl.X2.IMT A 49 
EL=CX2-Xl)/FLOATeND2-ND1) A 50 
CORD C ND1, 1) =:Xl A 51 
CORDCND2,1)=:X2 A 52 
CORDCND2. 2)::0. 0 A 53 
CORDCND1.2)=CORDeND2.2) A 54 
NDD=ND2-1 A 55 
DO 102 J=NDl.NDD A 5S 
CORDeJ+l.l)=CORDeJ.l)+EL A 57 
CORDeJ+l,2)=0.0 A 58 
NOPCJ.l ):::J A 59 
NOpeJ. 2)=:J+ 1 A SO 
NOPCJ.4)::0 A 61 
NOpeJ.3)=NOpeJ,4) A 62 
IMATeJ)=IMT A 63 
102 CONTINUE A 64 
103 CONTINUE A 65 
C A S8 
C READ BOUNDARY DATA A 67 
C A 68 
READ C5.111) CNBCCI).NFIXtI),I=I,NB)· A 69 
IF CMATP.EQ.ll .CALL CMPD A 70 






















IF (II.NE.O) GO TO 104 
PRINT INPUT DATA 
WRrTE CS.1.19) 




WRITE CS,il1) CNBC(I).NFIX(I).I=l.NB) 
WRITE(S. 121) FDIN, FLD 
104 CONTXNUE 









103 FORMAT( 1.OHO ELEMENTS/9X.IHI. 4X, IHJ. 4X,lHK. ax, 3HMAT) 
GO TO 101 
107 STOP 
108 FORMAT (915) 
109 FORMAT C13HONODAL POINTS.9X,IS/IX.8HELEMENTS,13X.I5/1X,19HBOUNDARY 
1 CONDITIONS,2X.15/1X.12HOUTPUT LIMIT, 10X.I5/1X. 18HDEGREES OF FREED 
2ml. 3X. I5/IX. 8HMATERIALS.12X, IS) 
110 FORMAT CIIO.2FIO.3) 
111 FORMAT (215) 
112 FORMAT (EI0.3) 
113 FORMAT (I5.5FI0.0) 
114 FORMAT C3FID.0/I5.2FIO.0) 
115 FORMAT (215.2FIO.0.I5) 
liS FORMAT (I5,7X,3CFI0.1.4X).FS.3.7X,F8.S//) 
117 FORMAT (I2.10A7) 
118 FORMAT ClH1.I2,JOA7) 
119 FORMAT (14HO NODA.L POINTS/17X.1HX.10X.1HY) 
i~~ ~g~~~i ~~~~~P~~~~V~~Ysg~~~~~§~~~~~H. REPORT OUTPUT EUERY.FS.2,2X,4 
IHMSEC/SX,22H2. TERMINATE OUTPUT AT.FS.2.2X.4HMSEC) 
122 FORMAT ClHO,20H MATERIAL PROPERTIES/IX, 8HMAT. NO •• 7X. 2HE1.12X. 2HE2 
1.l1X.3HG12.10X,3HU12,lOX.3HRHo/) 
123 FORMAT C19HOBEAM THICKNESS(IN),7X.FS.3/1X,14HBEAM WIDTHCIN),11X,FS 
1. 3/lX. 22HSPHERE DENSITYCSL/IN3). 4X. F8. S/lX. 17HSPHERE RADIUSCIN), 8X 
2.F6.3//1X,11HIMPACT NODE,14X,I2/lX,23HIMPACT UELOCITYCIN/SEC),2X.F 
36.1/1X. 39HINTEGRATION TIME INCREMENTC X E-06 SEC).E10.3) 
END 
SUBROUTINE CMPD 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLECI0),NP.NE,NB.N:QF.NCN.NLD.NMAT.NSZF.LI,NT4.NDI 
IN,MATP,NPROB 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT.DDT,TAU,KCON,KCNT 
COMMON /DISP/ Q1.Q2.Q3.QI0,Q20,030 
















































































REAL IB B 14 
DIMENSION Q(3,3), TK(25) B 15 
DO 102 J=1.3 B 16 
DO 102 K=1.3 B 17 
ABD(J+3.K+3)=0.0 B 18 
ABD(J+3.K)=ABDCJ+3.K+3) B 19 
ABDCJ.K+3)=ABDeJ+3.K) B 20 
ABDCJ.K)=ABDCJ.K+3) B 21 
DO 101 I=1.25 B 22 QBRCJ.K.1)=O. B 23 
101 CONTINUE B 24 
102 CONTINUE B 25 
READ C5.108) MLAYER B 26 
M=MLAYER B 27 
READ C5.109) (L.THCL).TKCL),I=l.M) B 28 
TTI<=O.O B 29 
ZKel)=TTK B 30 
DO 103 I=l.M B 31 
TTK=TTK+TKCI) B 32 
ZKCI+l)=TKCI)+ZKCI) B 33 
103 CONTINUE B 34 
MM=N+1 B 35 
DO 104 I=l,MM B 36 
ZKCI)=ZKCI)~TTK/2. B 37 
104 CONTINUE B 38 
DEL=4.*ATANC1.)/180. B 38 
DEN=1.-ORTC1,2).ORT(1.4)**2/0RT(1,1) B 40 Q(1.1)=ORTC1.1)/DEN B 41 
Q(2.2)=ORT(1.2)/DEN B 42 QC2.1)=ORTC1.4)*QC2.2) B 43 Q (1 • 2) =Q C 2. 1 ) B 44 
Q(3, 3)=ORTC 1. 3) B 45 
Q(3.2)=0.0 B 46 
QC3.1)=Q(3.2) B 47 Q(2.3)=QC3.1) B 48 
QO. 3)=QC2. 3) B 48 
DO 105 I=l,M B 50 
ANGL=TH(I)*DEL B 51 
C=COSCANGL) B 52 
W=SINCANGU B 53 QBR( 1.1. I)=Q( l,l)*C**4+2. *(Q(1, 2)+2. *QC3, 3))*CC*~D**2+Q(2,2)*W* B 54 
1 *4 B 55 QBR(2,1,I)=(Q(1,1)+Q(2,2)-4.*Q(3,3»*CC*W)**2+Q(1,2)*(W**4+C**4 B 56 
1 ) B 57 QBRcl.2.I)=QBR(2,1.I) B 58 
QBR(2,2.I)=QC1.1)*W**4+2.*(Q(1.2)+2.*Q(3.3»*(C*W)**2+Q(2,2)*C* B 59 
1 *4 B 60 QBR C 3. 1. I) =( Q C 1,1) -Q (1.2)-2. *Q (3.3) )*W;~C**3+(Q( 1, 2)-Q(2·, 2)+( 2. ) B 61 
1 *Q(3,3»*CW)~(C*:lt3) B 62 QBRC1.3.I)=QBR(3.1.I) B 63 QBRC3.2.I)=CQCl.1)-Q(1,2)-2.*Q(3,3»*W**3*C+CQCl,2)-Q(2,2)+2.*Q B 64 
1 (3.3»*W*C**3 B 65 QBRC2.3.I)=QBR(3,2,I) B 66 QBRC3,3,I)=CQC1.1)+Q(2,2)-2.*Q(1,2)-2.*Q(3,3»*(W*C)**2+QC3.3)* B 67 
1 (W**4+C**4) B 68 
C B 69 
C WRITEC6.500) I.THCI).TK(I) B 70 
C ~,.JRITE (6.510) B 71 
C I,.JRITE (6.520) C(QBR(J.K.I).K=1,3).J=1.3) B 72 
C B 73 
105 CONTINUE B 74 
100 107 J=1.3 B 75 
DO 107 K=1.3 B 76 
DO 106 I=l.M B 77 
ABDCJ.K)=ABDCJ.K)+QBR(J,K,I)*CZKCI+l)-ZKGI» B 78 
ABDCJ.K+3)=ABDCJ+3.K)+QBRCJ,K.I)*CZKCI+1)**2-ZKCI)**2)/2~ B 79 
ABDCJ+3.K)=ABDCJ.K+3) B 80 
ABDeJ+3,K+3)=ABDCJ+3.K+3)+QBR(J,K.I)*(ZKCI+l)**3-ZKCI)**3)/3 B 81 
1 . B 82 
106 CONTINUE B 83 
102 
107 CONTINUE B 84 
WRITE (6,111) «ABD(I,J).J~1.6),I=1.6) B 86 
WRITE (6.110) B 85 
C B 87 
C 500 FORMAT(2X,*LAYER=*,I2,5X,*ANGLE=*.F5.2.5X,*THICKNESS=*.F7.3) B 88 
C 510 FORMATC2X.*QBAR-MATRIX*) E 89 
C 520 FORMAT(5X.3E12.3/) B 90 
C B 91 
RETURN B 92 
C B 93 
108 FORMAT CI5) B 94 
109 FORMAT (! 5. F5. O. F1 0 • 0 ) B 95 
110 FORMAT C///, IX. 10HABD MATRIX) B 98 
111 FORMAT (lX,6E1L3) B 97 
C B 98 
END B 99 
SUBROUTINE TMX C 2 
COMMON /CONTR/ TITLE(10).NP,NE.NB.NDF.NCN.NLD,NMAT,NS2F,LI,NT4.NDI C 3 
IN.MATP.NPROB C 4 
COMMON /TIME/ T,DT,DDT.TAU.KCON,KCNT C 5 
COMMON /DISP/ Ql,Q2.Q3,Q10,Q20JQ30 C 8 
COMMON /DIMB/ TB. WB. PE. NQ.·Dll C 7 
COMMON /SPHERE/ STF. R. CABU ( 10 )., QKONST ( 10) C 8 
COMMON /PLASTIC/ DISPEM.NDISPEM.FORSPM.DISPM C 9 
COMMON CORDC 100 .• 2), NOP(200. 4). IMAT(200), ORTC25. 5), NBC(25), NFIX(25) C 10 
1,Rl(200).R2C200).R3(200),R10C200).R20(200),R30C200),FORS(200).SM(2 C 11 
200.15).SK(200.15),ISP(200.15).SMPEM(200.15).ESTIF(12.12),EMAS~(12. C 12 
312). NFIXK(25) C 13 
COMMON /CDMP/ QBRC3,3.25),ABDC6,6),TH(25).ZKC25),MLAYER C 14 
COMMON Xl,X2,ND1,ND2 C 15 
REAL IB C 16 
C C 17 
C EQUIUALENT MODEL FOR ESTIMATING TIME INTERUAL C 18 
C C 19 
IF (STF.NE.O.O) GO TO 101 C 20 
STFI=(4./3.)*SQRT(R)/(Cl.-0RTCNMAT,4)**2)/ORTCNMAT.l)+(1.-ORTC1.4) C 21 
1**2)/ORT<l, 1) C 22 
STFA:::(4./3.)*SQRT(R)/«1.-0RTCNMAT.4)**2)/ORT(NMAT,1)+1./0RTC1.2») C 23 
STF=STFI C 24 
IF (MATP.EQ.1) STF=STFA C 25 
101 PAI=4.*ATANC 1.) C 26 
BALLM= C 4. /3. ) *PA I * C R')H('3) *PB C 27 
BL=X2-X! C 28 
AB=WB*TB C 29 
IB=WB*TB**3/12. C 30 
WATP=FLOATCMATP) C 31 
Dll=ORT( 1. l)*IB C 32 
IF (MATP.EQ.i) Dl1=ABDC4.4) C 33 
WRITECS.l0S) BL,STF.WATP,Dl1,ABDC4.4) C 34 
WN!=C CD11*(PAl/BU**4)/CAB*ORT( 1,5) ) )**0.5 C 35 
TN1=2. *PAI/WNl C 36 
TD=O.O C 37 
DO 103 1=1,1000 C 38 
N==O C 39 
TD=TD+l.OE-7 C 40 
F1=O.O C 41 
Gl=O.O C 42 
DO 102 J=1,100 C 43 
N=N+l C 44 
C=FLOATCNQ-l)/FLOAT(ND2-ND1) C 45 
WX=SIN(N*PAI*C) C 46 
PP=1./(4.*N**4*TD*.2-TN1**2) C 47 QQ:::TN 1 / (2 o,*N*lC'2* TD) C 48 
SS=WN1*N**2*TD/2. C 49 
SUMF=CPP*N**2*CI-QQ*SINCSS»*WX)**2 C 50 
SUMG=(PP*COSCSS)*WX)**2 C 51 
Fl=Fl+SUMF C 52 
Gl=G1+SUMG C 53 
102 CONTINUE C 5.4 ,.,-\ 











IF (ABS(EPS).LE.l.E-7) GO TO 104 
103 CONTI NUE 
104 WRITE (S,108) TOTALT.TD,FMAX.APHAMAX;EMT 
RETURN 
105 FORMAT (//.5X. 5HBEAM=.EI0.3,5X. 4HSTF=.EIO.3,5X, 
1,5X, 4HDll=.ElO.3,5X. 9HABDC4.4)=,E10.3) 
108 FORMAT (//,5X. 7HTOTALT=,EIO.3,5X. 3HTD=,EI0.3,5X, 
















5HMATP=,EIO.3 C 69 
C 70 
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